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Easter

"Now upon the first day of the
week, very early in the morning', they came unto the sepulchre, bringing the spices which
they had prepared, ana certain
others with them. Ana they
founa the stone rolled away
from the sepulchre. Ana they
entered in, and found not the
body of the l o r d Jesus. And
it came to pass, as they were
much perplexed thereabout, behold, two men stood by them in shining g a r m e n t s: And as
they were afraid, and bowed down their faces to the earth,
they said unto them, Why seek ye the living among the dead?
He is not here, but is risen: remember how he spake unto
you when he was yet in Galilee, Saying, The Son of man
must be delivered into the hands of sinful men, and be crucified, ana the third day rise again. And they remembered his
words, . . . Then he said unto them, O fools, and slow of
heart to believe all t h a t the prophets have spoken: Ought not
Christ to have suffered these things, and to enter into his
glory? And beginning at Moses, and all the prophets, he
expounded unto them in all the scriptures the things concerning himself. Ana they drew nigh unto the village whither
they went: and he made as though he would have gone
further. But they constrained
• him, saying, Abide with u s : for
it is toward evening, ana the
aay is far spent. And he went
in to t a r r y with them, And it
came to pass, as he sat at meat
with them, he took bread, and
blessed it, and brake, and gave
to them. And their eyes were
opened, and they knew him;
and he vanished out of their
sight. And they saia one to
another, Dia not our heart burn
within us, while he talkea with
us by the way, ana while he
opened, to us the scriptures?
Ana they rose up the same
hour, ana returnea to Jerusalem, and found the eleven
gathered together, and them
t h a t were with them, Saying, The Iiora is risen indeed,
and h a t h appeared to Simon.
And they tola what
things were done in the way,
ana how he was known of them
in breaking of breaa. And as
they t h u s spake, Jesus himself
stood in the midst of them, and
saith unto them, Peace be unto you."
IiUke 24:1-8; 25-36.
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"Reckon Yourselves Dead Indeed Unto Sin
Bishop O. B. Ulery
But Alive Unto God"
event of the religious calendar is so
N Ouniversally
recognized and celebrated

as "Easter." In typology and reality it
profoundly affects both Jew and Gentile.
All the great foreshadowings of the
greatest feast of the Jewish law—the Passover—finds their fulfillment in the sacrifice
of Calvary, and all the hope of Christian
believers rests on the fact of Christ's resurrection.
The beginning of National Israel was in
the first passover in Egypt, sacrifice and
exodus. The foundation of the Church is
in the "once for all" sacrifice and newness
of life, through resurrection power.
The Jew has lost the meaning of the
passover through tradition and ceremony,
and it is very evident the mass of Christendom, with all their spectacular observance
of the Easter season, know little of the
power and glory of the resurrection. Too
many are only onlookers, standing on the
side lines, and having no part of fellowship in the reality that the reckoning of
faith brings.
In Romans six, apostle Paul beautifully
sets forth the anti-type of the resurrection.
In previous chapters he has proved not
only that we ARE sinners, but that we were
MADE sinners, through the disobedience
of one man, Adam. Here is the fact of
inherent sin; the law of sin in our members, 7:23, already identified as the "body
of sin," "our old man" which must be crucified, 6:6.
Both Rom. 6:4 and Col. 2:11-12 clearly
point the way of deliverance by identifying
ourselves with Christ in crucifixion (death)
and His resurrection power, 6:5, newness
of life.
This must become an absolute reality; a
reckoning of faith that enables us to say,
"I am crucified with Christ; nevertheless I
live; yet not I, but Christ liveth in me. . .
Gal. 2:20. "That like as Christ was raised
UP from the dead by the GLORY of the
Father, even so we ALSO should walk in
newness of life."
So few seem to know of the RAISED L P
experience, UP above the world, Up into
the high calling of God in Christ Jesus, UP
into the eternal fellowship of the love '.£
Christ, UP, UP, UP, by the Glory of the
Father, UP in the liberty and freedom of
the Spirit: "Where the Spirit of the Lord
is, there is liberty." "But we all, with
open face, beholding as in a glass, the
glory of the Lord, are changed into the
same image, from GLORY to GLORY."
II Cor. 3:17-18.
Raised U P to WALK in newness of life.
The walk of F A I T H : sanctifying faith,

unbelief banished, faith which worketh by
love. By FAITH Enoch walked, until God
took him.
The walk of OBEDIENCE: the carnal
mind of rebellion dealt with, the mind of
Christ now ruling completely; spiritually
minded, life and peace.
The walk of LOVE: Christ first, "Whom
having not seen ye love,"—can really sing,
"Jesus, Lover of my Soul." Looking for
His appearing, the heavenly Bridegroom.
The walk of VICTORY; progress, triumph.
"More than a conqueror"; an
overcomer "who shall inherit all things."
"I can do all things through Christ which
strengtheneth me." Walking in light, walking in the Spirit, walking worthy.
The walk of HOPE, as secure and eternal as Christ Himself. HOPE, an anchor
H'

"H

The Manner of Our
Resurrection^
l L jVT OW this I say, brethren,
^
that flesh and blood cannot inherit the Kingdom of God;
neither doth corruption inherit
incorruption. Behold, I shew you
a mystery; We shall not all sleep,
but we shall all be changed, in a
moment, in the twinkling of an
eye, at the last trump; for the
trumpet shall sound, and the
dead shall be raised incorruptible, and we shall be changed.
For this corruptible must put on
incorruption, and this mortal
must put on immortality. So
when this corruptible shall have
put on incorruption, and this
mortal shall have put on immortality, then shall be brought
to pass the saying that is written, Death is swallowed up in
victory. 0 death, where is thy
sting? O grave, where is thy
victory? The sting of death is
sin; and the strength of sin is
the Law. But thanks be to God,
which giveth us the victory
through our Lord Jesus Christ.
Therefore, my beloved brethren,
be ye stedfast, uninovable, always abounding in the work of
the Lord, forasmuch as ye know
that your labour is not in vain in
the Lord." (I Cor. 15:50-58).
B„

of the soul, both sure and steadfast; a glorious Hope, a blessed Hope. "When Christ
who is our life shall appear, then shall ye
also appear with Him in Glory," "For
which cause we faint not."
The walk of POWER: "That I may know
him in the power of his resurrection,"
know "the exceeding greatness of his power to usward who believe, according to the
working of his mighty power, the power
that worketh in me mightily."
"Now the God of peace, that brought
again from the dead, our Lord Jesus, . . .
make you perfect in every good work to do
his will, working in you that which is well
pleasing in his sight."
Power to will and power to do. Glorious Resurrection Power.
The walk in newness of Life. "In that
he died, he died unto sin once; in that he
liveth, he liveth unto God." "For ye are
dead and your life is hid with Christ in
God." The "Hie I now live in the flesh, I
live by the faith of the Son of God." For
me to live is Christ; alive forever more.
"But Caleb and Joshua lived still." "I am
come that they might have life, and that
they might have it more abundantly."
"Whosoever liveth and believeth in r.ie
shall never die." Life, newness of life,
eternal life, everlasting life, and this life
is in the Son. Hallelujah.
"That like as Christ was raised from the
dead by the Glory of the Father, even so
we also should walk in newness of life."

The Easter Victory

•B

TRADITION of the cathedral of Winchester, England, is the story of how
the news of the battle of Waterloo was
first received. It came by ship to the south
coast of England, and by signal flags was
wig-wagged to London. When the message reached Winchester, the signals on die
top of the cathedral began to spell the
message,
"W-e-1-l-i-n-g-t-o-n
d-e-f-e-a-te-d," and then fog descended and hid the
signals from view. The sad news of the incomplete message went to London. When
the message was read, "Wellington defeated," the country was in despair. But after
a while the fog lifted, and the signals were
still at work spelling out the complete sentence, "Wellington defeated the enemy."
The thrilling news raced across the land,
and lifted all hearts out of gloom into joy.
So the heavy gloom of Calvary fled before the victory of Easter. Out of all dark
shadows of the tomb, our hearts leap up
at the news of victory. The resurrection
means victory for the believer.—Selected.

A Splendid Easter Gift For Your Friends Would Be a Year's Subscription to This Paper. Special
Offer To New Subscribers, Including The Easter Number, $1.00 Per Year. May We Send
A Gift Subscription For You?

Many
Infallible
Pro ofs
Q K E P T I C S and modernist critics ques^-* tion the miracles of Christ and challenge His claim to Divinity; but there is
one miracle and one vindication of His
claim that silences all questioners and
meets every challenge. History cannot be
written unless it includes His Resurrection.
If men so timid that they forsook their best
Friend in His hour of danger, became so
brave that they faced, without flinching, the
horrors of public martyrdom, it was because something had happened. They had
seen not only the empty tomb, but the
Risen Christ. This it was that transformed
a declining and falling Roman Empire into
a Christendom greater than it had ever
been. They who today see the empty tomb
and the Risen Christ are fellow-workers
with Him, without whom our civilization
cannot be saved from that other sepulchre.
—Evangeline Booth.
With the Galilean dead, the dream of
eleven men came crashing to earth. There
was nothing left for them to do but to go
back to the desolation and hopelessness of
the old days. They would endure the ridicule of their more practical neighbors as
best they could, they would get what little
there was left in life and end their days
in despair. It was a beaten, disheartened
and hopeless eleven men who crowded
about the door of the Upper Room, that
admitted Mary who told her story in excited, broken fragments of sentences, while
the eleven stared, their eyes wide with
wonder. When the truth finally dawned
upon them, they raced down the stairs,
crossed the courtyard, through the halflighted streets and out to the empty tomb,
where they verified the woman's story.
From that moment, they passed through
Galilee, Judea and Samaria, telling the
news. Everywhere they went, they told the
same tale. It was their only message—
"He who was crucified by Caesar's soldiers,
sealed in Joseph's tomb, is alive!" they
cried, "And because He lives, all men may
live; because He is immortal, all men are
immortal." Thus began the march of
eleven men, later joined by another, the
apostle Paul, who became the twelfth.
(We refer to eleven because it does not
appear that Matthis, who was elected by
lot to take Judas' place, ever accomplished
enough to be again mentioned in the New
Testament).
From the moment that these men received the anointing of the Holy Spirit

*

"And without controversy great is
the mystery* of godliness: God was
manifest in the flesh, justified in
the Spirit, seen of angels, preached
unto the Gentiles, believed on in
the world, received up into glory."
I Tim. 3:16.
eleven men. The bugle call has reached
back and we are duty bound from the very
fact of these infallible proofs, to fall in
<. •> * «, EDITORIAL -, * -, ** line. The truth of the Resurrection of our
Lord Jesus Christ must not stop here. The
which was the final proof of the truth and story still must be told.—Adapted.
seal of all that Jesus promised and began
There can be only one adequate explato do from the beginning of His ministry,
they went from city to city; and from nation of the conditions and facts surprovince to province, they raced with the rounding the death and burial of the Lord
amazing news. Everywhere men listened Jesus Christ and that is that Christ was
with incredulity. Such a thing had never actually raised from the dead. The Scripbeen before. Incredulity was followed by ture clearly records those who saw Him
animosity and here and there the mobs be- buried there and saw the stone put in
gan to gather. Then the wrath of priests front; they saw the guard there. Later
and holders of privilege broke out and the they saw the empty tomb, they heard the
eleven were hounded and harried from city angel's voice, "He is not here: for he is
to city, but everywhere their feet rested, a risen, as he said. Come, see the place
fire was started. Nevertheless, despite .ill where the Lord lay." Matthew 28:6.
the opposition, they went on telling the
We must not overlook the fact that the
story. Finally it appeared that they were enemies of the Lord Jesus Christ had posgoing to turn the world upside down and session of His body after His death. This
the opposition became violent and desper- is a fact of incalculable importance. When
ate. The Galilean James, the son of Zebe- Peter preached his sermon on the Day of
dee, was killed by mobs in the streets of Pentecost, if Christ were still dead, the
Jerusalem. Matthew, the rich tax gatherer, enemies of Jesus could have produced His
was slain by a sword in Ethiopia. Philip, body and exploded his sermon. Nothing
the mild-mannered clerk, was hanged in like that ever happened, when the Apostles
Phrygia; while Bartholomew was flayed boldly and openlv preached the Resurrecalive in Armenia. Andrew was crucified tion of Christ to Israel.
—Adapted
in Achaia; Peter in Rome; and Simon, the
The resurrection is the corner-stone of
zealot, in Persia. Thomas was run through our Christian faith. "If Christ be not
with a lance in East India. Only John, raised, your faith is vain; ye are yet in
t h e youngest, escaped a violent death. your sins" (I Cor. 15:17). The Lord took
Swords and crosses could not stop all means of convincing the disciples of
the eleven men. From their graves they the fact that He was alive again. His aphurried on, invading slave markets and pearances had not the misty, doubtful
setting the bondsmen f r e e , breaking character of the alleged appearances of the
through jail doors and releasing prisoners, Virgin to emotional females, as Joan of
marching across strange lands and bring- Arc, or the village girl at the grotto of
ing life and light to a world benighted. Lourdes. The Lord made it quite clear
Everywhere they went, they became the de- that He was no spirit, but a living Man—
fenders of the people against the holders no apparition, but their risen Master.
of power and privilege, breaking down
(1) He appealed to their three senses—
with the power of the Gospel, the social as
to sight, to hearing, to touch. "Behold My
well as the spiritual evils of their day.
hands and My feet, that it is I Myself:
Down through the centuries, their ranks handle Me, and see; for a spirit hath not
have ever thickened. True, there were flesh and bones, as ye see Me have." Here
times when it seemed their cause was lost, then were the same form, the same wellbut new recruits were raised up who took known voice and the same touch, of which
the place of martyrs, and today in those John afterwards wrote, "Which we have
ranks, we have heroes, martyrs, scholars, heard, which we have seen with our eyes
thinkers, rich and poor, who, as a result . . . and our hands have handled, of the
of a heart cry for the life that satisfies, Word of life" (I John 1:1). There could
found God. They are going to and fro be no doubt it was He Himself.
across the earth, calling to the true and
(2) He ate before them, giving them
the courageous to join them in the march further proof of His human nature.
for there is still the business of the king(3) He walked and discoursed with
dom to be done. This march began with
(Continued on page 112)

Christian Suffering and the Cross
Eld. Edward Gilmore
H P HE substitutionary suffering and death
•"• of Christ for sinful man is the great
doctrine of the Church, and the very core
of Christianity. " I know nothing of Christianity without the blood," says Spurgeon.
Leave out the cross and you have killed the
• religion of Jesus, for the destiny of the entire human race surrounds the cross. Before it we stand either justified or condemned. The eyes of the Old Testament
prophets were focused toward a suffering
and dying Saviour, as in Isa. 5:3, and the
smoke of their offerings and the blood of
their sacrifices vividly prefigured the One
who was to come, the God-man Christ Jesus.
We, as Christians, are kept in constant
remembrance of Him as we partake of the
Lord's Supper. Jesus Himself, in His infinite condescension, has chosen the sacred
emblems, and while by their materialism
He sets forth the reality of the sacrifice;
by its commonness, He shows how freely
we partake thereof. He died a real death
and the truth of His sacrifice is forever
fixed and settled and must unchangeably
remain the essence of the Gospel, so long

When the sun of bliss is beaming
Light and love upon my way,
From the cross the radiance streaming
Adds more luster to the day.

But there is another picture to this scene
that we would not forget. In Phil. 3:10
Paul desires that "he may know Christ
(not merely a casual aquaintance) and the
fellowship of his sufferings, being made
comformable unto his death." I Peter
4:13 and other scriptures teach us to be
partakers of Christ's suffering. Not that
our sufferings are to supplement the Passion of Christ or in any way expiate for
sin, because Jesus' atonement is perfect,
complete and finished. But there is a phase
to the followers of Christ. Watson says,
of suffering and sorrow that has an affinity
"that there is nothing on earth that is not
in some way related to sorrow, or hedged
in by it, or that does not partake of its
color and tone." When sorrow and suffering come under the power of divine grace,
thev work out a manifold ministry in our
lives. There are many folks with brilliant
minds who sanction spiritual truth but
whose heart nature seems made of flint.
They lack feeling, warmth and tenderness.
But some day God sees an opportunity and
permits some bitter disappointment, some
misunderstanding, some loss of health or
loved one. to come, that thev may learn
the beautiful lessons of suffering. No
nurse on earth can wean the soul from its
old desires, selfish ambitions and earthly
entanglements like a baptism of sorrow
and suffering. It takes the veneering from
what we thought was solid mahogany. It
unties strong cords that seem to defy every
other power.

Bane and blessing, pain and pleasure,
By the cross are sanctified;
Peace is there that knows no measure,
Joys that thro' all time abide.

The ministry of suffering widens the
soul. Human biography is filled with instances which show that the men and women who became great were children of suf-

In the Cross of Christ I Glory
J O H N BOWRING

In the cross of Christ I glory—
Towering o'er the wrecks of time;
All the light of sacred story,
Gathers round its head sublime.
When the woes of life o'ertake me—
Hopes deceive and fears annoy,
Never shall the cross forsake me;
Lo it glows with peace, and joy.

.

as this dispensation lasts. As in the southern hemisphere, the southern cross is the
mariner's guide, so under all skies, the
cross of Christ is the guiding star upon the
sea of life.
On the Cross of Calvary, God and mail
have been provisionally reconciled. Jesus
became the One Mediator, the Daysman,
our Attorney, our Go-between. He was able
there, to put one hand on a Holy God and
one hand on sinful man, thus making
reconciliation. The blood of Jesus, the Son
of God, and only His, was the right type to
become an anti-toxin for sin. No longer
does the poor helpless sinner need to
stumble on in despair, because the blood
of Jesus can wash him whiter than the
snow. The story is told that the English
wireless operator on the ship Carpathia
had remained on duty one-half hour overtime, and so picked up the S. 0 . S. call
from the Titantic, and thus saved seven
hundred lives. Jesus, even when all others
had forsaken Him, kept His face toward
the Cross and thus potentially saved the
entire world.

fering and sorrow. Joseph for example,
was the target of his brother's jealousy and
hatred. Sold as a slave in a strange land,
he was unjustly accused and locked up in
prison for a deed that he never committed.
But Joseph found out later that the way to
the throne of Egypt was by the way of suffering. By taking this route he became
the preserver of his brother's lives. Gen.
49:22 "He was a fruitful bough by a well,
whose branches ran over the wall." It was
through suffering that His heart grew large
enough to run over the Jewish wall and
feed the Egyptians during the famine.
This ministry will lift the soul out of
geographical lines and sectarian walls, or
bitter racial prejudices and make it a universal lover and friend of all mankind.
Suffering reveals unknown depths in the
soul and latent capabilities of experience
and service. One has said that it is God's
plowshare that turns up and subsoils the
depths of the soul, that it may yield a richer harvest. Gay and trifling people are
generally shallow and think and live in a
small circle. Suffering and sorrow, with
despair taken out of it, is the chosen power
to reveal ourselves to ourselves. They
make us think deeply, long and soberly.
We go slower and more considerately, with
a willingness to launch our capacities on a
boundless sea of service for God and our
fellow men. It is said of Queen Victoria
that she would gladly have cast her crown
at Jesus' feet. So many desire the crowns
but refuse to accept the cross. The beautiful moth would never realize the exquisite
beauty and freedom of its nature were it
not for the suffering and struggle of
emerging from its sleeping cell. The lovely pearls, that are prized so highly, are the
product of suffering and pain and are only
finally secured at the price of the death of
the oyster, in whose body the little grain
of sand found a painful resting place. It
is only by taking the death route to self
that we can reflect the Calvary-life of Jesus
and enter into the sufferings of our blessed

Lord.
The world is producing her dictators,
who are primarily selfish and dictatorial,
but the church is calling for men and
women whose lives are motivated by the
vision of the Cross, resulting in a spirit of
compassion, sympathy and prayer for
others.
Suffering weans us more effectually than
anything else from many things that prevent our perfect attachment to God and
heaven. But this ministry will pass away
when the curse is lifted from the earth and
the age of glory succeeds to the age of
grace. Rom. 8:22 states "that the whole
creation groaneth and travaileth in pain
until now." But when the suffering Christ
(Continued on page 112)

The Inner Spirit of the Cross
G. D. Watson
H P H E fact of crucifixion is one thing, but
*• the spirit in which the crucifixion is to
be borne is another. In some respects the
act may be brief and finished, but the inward heart disposition that should pervade
crucifixion is a continuous principle extending through life, ever widening its rang.?,
growing in intensity to the end. This Divinely beautiful spirit of self-immolation
cannot be defined. It can only be faintly
described. It is a heart quality, a soul
essence too fluid to be held in by words.
If we could get a vision of the soul of
Jesus from the last supper to His death on
the Cross, and have a clear spiritual discernment of all the thoughts and feelings,
and affections, and sympathies, and every
quality of disposition that was in His nature during those long hours, in such a
spiritual vision we should see the full-sized mind appropriate to crucifixion.
Thousands have had in greater or lesser
degree a spiritual revelation into this history of the soul of Jesus. Such an insight
can only be given by the Holy Ghost, for
it is infinitely beyond the natural reason
and imagination.
In the same proportion that we discern
the inward spirit that Christ had during
those hours, in that proportion can we
drink of that spirit, until we can suffer,
bleed, and die in our measure, with the
same disposition that He had.
It is a silent spirit. It suffers without
advertising the
DEPTH

OF ITS

SUFFERING,

it can be subdued, scolded, criticized, misunderstood, misrepresented, and checked
and hindered in a thousand ways without
a groan, or a kick, or a trace of threatening
or imprudence (I Peter 2:23).
It has calmly signed the death warrant
of self. It can have a thousand little gifts
and treasures and harmless earthly pleasures and pleasant hopes and friendly ties
snatched out of its hands, without clutching the fingers to hold on to them. It can
obey God and be rushing at full speed on
lines of service and duty for Him and
then at the touch of God's providential
air brake, it can be brought to an instantaneous standstill without shaking the train
to pieces by a single jar or the least jostling of the will from its perfect repose in
Jesus.
It is a flexible spirit with no plans of its
own. It can be turned by the finger of
God in any direction without a moment's
warning.
It can walk into a dungeon or a throne,
into a hut or a palace, with equal ease or
freedom.
It partakes of the movements of the

Divine mind, as a floating cloud partakes
of the movement of the air which encircles it.
It can wear old, threadbare clothes, and
live on plain food with a thankful and
sweet disposition, without even a thought
of envy or coveting the nice things of
others. It looks with a quiet, secret, joyful contempt on all the honors and pleasures, learning and culture, and the honorable.
SPLENDORS

OF

EARTH

It inwardly despises what other people are
longing to get hold of.
This is because it sees into Heaven, and
is so fascinated with the magnitude of
coming glories, that even the pretty and
honorable things of the world look ugly
to it.
The rugged Cross which frightens so
many Christians is embraced by this spirit,
with a secret, subtle joy because it knows
that all sufferings will enlarge and sweeten
its love. W h a t other Christians shun as
hardships, it will gladly accept, as an opportunity of sweeter union with God. It
loves its enemies with a sweet gentle yearning affection, utterly beyond what they
would be willing to believe. It can be
bruised and trampled on, and turn with a
quivering speechless lip, and a tear-dimmed eye and kiss and pray for the foot
that under pretense of religious duty is
trampling it in the dust.
It will not receive human honors unto
itself.
It is praised or honored by its fellows,
instead of eating it as a sweet morsel it
offers it up instantly to the Lord as the
angel did with the good dinner that was
presented to him by Manoah. Its highest delight is in sinking into God and being little. It loves to humble itself both
before God and man. It shuns debate and
strife and theological argument.
It is modest and retiring and loves to
get
OUT

OF GOD'S

WAY,

and see Him work.
It does not make others wear its sackcloth.
It would rather take other people's suffering on itself than to take their joys.
W h e n the soul enters this realm it is
just the beginning of this spirit which is
to spread, intensify, and brighten, until the
crucifixion life becomes a beautiful flame
of self-abnegation, which takes hold of all
sorts of woes, and troubles, and mortifications, and pains, and poverties, and hardships, as a very hot fire takes hold of wet
logs, and makes out of them fresh fuel for

more self-sacrificing love. It opens the
gate of Heaven without touching it.
This is the spirit that wears out the patience of persecutors, that softens the
hearts of stone, that in the long run converts enemies into friends, that touches the
hearts of sinners, that wins its way through
a thousand obstacles, that outwits the
genius of the devil and that makes the soul
that has it as precious to God as the apple
of His eye.—The Elim Evangel.
I realize more fully than ever that the
great work, the greatest work of the world,
the carrying of the gospel to all creatures,
is really upon us and that it may require
such offering of money, position, comforts
and even lives as few of us have contemplated. I pray you therefore, heralds of
His Gospel, that together we do make practical offering of our love, our time, our
money, and our lives, that in His strength
we stand as one, faithful to this greatest of
all trusts.—Geo. S. Fisher, 1892. T h e year
the Gospel Missionary Union was organized.

:i

The Cross, My Joy
CHARLES M.

SHELDON

Oh, Gift of God, I bring to thee
Myself, for thou hast ransomed me,
And day by day my song shall be,
The Cross, the Cross, is all my joy!
I place my faith in thee alone,
For in my darkness thou hast shown
The path of life, before
unknown;
The Cross, the Cross, is all my joy!
Oh sacred hope of endless peace!
Where sorrows shall forever cease;
My soul from sin has found release!
The Cross, the Cross, is all my joy!
And, when the end shall come, I'll sing
The song of my Eternal King,
And rise on Life's exultant wing,—
The Cross, the Cross, is all my joy!

The Power of His
Resurrection

Eld. J. A. Climenhaga

E R E have been many events in the
T Hhistory
of the world which can be

considered great but none are comparable
to the resurrection of Jesus Christ from the
dead. The only other event which comes
anywhere near to it is the reconstruction
of a chaotic world into a state of symmetry and harmony, which might be designated the second greatest event in history.
Both events are far reaching but the magnitude of the former is at least twice as large
as the latter.
The reconstruction of a physical materialistic realm is the greatest, event in Old
Testament History. So far reaching was
its effect that God commanded His People
of old to remember the day in which He
ceased from His labors and keep said day
"holy". It was a dispensation of "thou
shalt" and1 "thou shalt not". A time of
compulsory mandate. A period of judgment and restraint. For this cause the
W o r d says: "Remember the Sabbath day
and keep it holy. Six days shalt thou labor and1 do all thy work; but the seventh
day is a sabbath unto Jehovah thy God; in
it thou shalt not do any work, . . . for in
six days Jehovah made heaven and earth
the sea and all that in them is and rested
the seventh day; wherefore Jehovah blessed the sabbath day and hallowed it."

How great was the event and how important that it should1 be remembered! Far
reaching as the effect of this outstanding
event was, I again state it is not comparable to the outstanding event of N e w Testament revelation. The making or forming
of a materialistic realm which had been
thrown into a state of chaos is nothing
compared with the recreating of a spiritual
and mental world which had been ruined
by sin and degraded by a Satanic thrust
whose far reaching effects can never be
fathomed by natural man.
A number of years ago two very intelligent young men from the Solusi Mission
of the Seventh Day Adventist Group near
Bulawayo, Rhodesia came to me at M i topo Mission desiring to ask me some
questions concerning our keeping the first
day of the week as our day of worship.
They had been faithfully taught that "he
seventh day was the day of worship and
felt that we were not doing our duty in
rejecting the seventh day in favor of the
first day, the day which they did not know
was the "Lord's Day", the day which our
Lord arose triumphant over sin, death and
hell to complete the task of recreating a
new mental and spiritual world in His great
plan of the ages.
In the course of the conversation they
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were asked which in their way of thinking
was the greatest, spirit, mind, or body?
Without hesitancy they answered "spirit".
That being settled the question of mind
and body arose. They also consented that
the mind was greater than the body. N o w
the query of what was done when God
made the heaven and the earth in six days
arose. There was now a little hesitancy
but after due consideration they agreed that
a materialistic or physical world, a body,
had been made over. Step by step they
were led to see that in the resurrection of
Jesus Christ a psychical and spiritual world
were brought into a relationship with their
Maker, a work which was far greater than
the making over of a physical world.
"If the Lord's day, the first dav of the
week was so great why did not God give
a command to keep it holy as He had concerning the seventh day?" A very fair
question indeed and a question which solved again shows the power of the resurrection of Jesus Christ. It is necessary to
reiterate a former statement. The Old
Testament was a period of compulsory
mandates. But the N e w Testament is governed bv the law of love, truth and mercy.
The Old' Covenant could never make the
comer thereto perfect but the N e w Covenant can and does this instantaneouslv
through the power of the Resurrection of
Tesus Christ from the dead. This being
true the disciple or learner of Tesus Christ
needs no law to state "thou shalt" or "thou
shalt not", he simply lives and' does. He
has been made a new creature. He has been
changed by the power of His resurrection.
W e are saved from wrath, compulsion,
through Him, throuah His life, i.e., through
His resurrection. Thus when the apostles
and1 disciples saw Him in His resurrected
glory they just automatically met together
to break bread, to worship the day in which
He arose. Trulv the law of love far exceeds the law of compulsion.
The young men said, "Thank you, Umfundisi, (teacher) we were never taught
that before and thus we never saw it."
And so at this Easter tide there are many
professed children of God who know nothing of the Power of His resurrection. Yea.
there are many each Lord's day who not
having contacted Him who is not only able
to save the body but abundantly able to
save the soul and spirit who consider Sunday but an ordinary day and1 Easter another dav of festivity and joy making, a
time to display new suits and dresses, a
day of changing from winter to summer
attire. Poor folk! They need to know the
power of the resurrection.

The Resurrection of Jesus Christ has not
only naturally, through the law of love,
changed the day of worship from the seventh to the first day but as intimated, it
has power to change character, to make the
spirit and soul every whit whole. "If the
Spirit of him that raised up Jesus from the
dead dwelleth in you, he that raised1 up
Jesus from the dead shall give life also
to your mortal bodies through his Spirit
that dwelleth in you. And you did he make
alive when ye were dead through your trespasses and sins, wherein we once walked
according to the course of this world, according to the prince of the powers of the
air, of the spirit that now worketh in the
sons of disobedience; among whom we also
all once lived in the lusts of the flesh and
of the mind, and were by nature the children of wrath, even as the rest;—but God,
who is rich in mercy, for his great love
where with he loved us, even when we
were dead in trespasses, made us alive with
Christ (by grace have ye been saved) and
raised us up with him and1 made us sit with
him in the heavenly places, in Christ Jesus." R.V.
Christ in His death pardoned our sins
and sets us free but it is only through life
imparted to us that we are made alive,
made new creatures. Christ was kept alive
in His resurrection. You and I are made
alive through His resurrection. "If Christ
be not raised, your faith is vain, ye are
yet in your sins." Most certainly the
price of our sins is paid through the shed
blood but quickening power comes only
through resurrected power. N o wonder
the apostle Paul desired to "know the
power of his resurrection", for had not
his whole thought life, his entire spiritual
vision been transformed' by that event?
Just across the field from where I was
born and reared lived a man of sin. In
his early life he followed debauchery. His
career was a wicked career. His doings
were a menace to himself and to the country in which he lived. An addict of the
nicotine habit, a drunkard, a smuggler of
Chinamen into the United States, and according to his testimony, nigh a murderer.
But one time something came into his life.
It was transformed by power divine.
Through the blood his sins were pardoned,
cancelled and he was set free. But he
needed a new life and he got it. The resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead
gave it to him. It has given it to millions
from every clime and nation. Thank God
resurrected power has come into my life
and praise God, this Easter season, yea
all the time, I love Him, and more and
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more I would know the power of that
greatest of all events in my life, the Power
of His Resurrection.
The third and last thing which I desire
to mention concerning this subject is the
fact that through Christ's resurrection an
outstanding hope has been given to :he
world for life after death. W h e n Christ
stood at the grave of Lazarus He said,
"I am the resurrection and the life; he
that believeth on me though he die, yet
shall he live and whosoever liveth and believeth on me shall never die." Life after
death? W h o ever heard of it? Vainly
the scientists grapple with the unknown
problem. Futile has been the effort of the
philosopher to penetrate into the realm of
the beyond. The metaphysicists may deal
with first causes but results after death
are a blank to them. But the man made
spiritual gives such startling revelations as
are found in I Cor. 15. I can do no better
than quote much of it:

cross found their earthly res'dng place. But
what of it? Because He lives, He arose
from the dead, they shall live also, Hallelujah!

"Some will say, How are the dead raised?
and with what manner of body d o they
come? Thou foolish one that which thou
thyself sowest is not quickened except it
die; and that which thou sowest, thou sowest not the body which shall be, but a
bare grain, it may chance of wheat, or of
some other kind; but God giveth it a body
even as it pleased him, and to each seed
a body of its own. AJl flesh is not the
same flesh, but there is one flesh of men
and another flesh of beast and another flesh
of birds and another of fishes. There are
also celestial bodies and bodies terrestrial;
but the glory of the celestial is one, and
the glory of the terrestrial another. There
is one glory of the sun and another of the
moon, and another glory of the stars; for
one star differeth from another star in
glory. So also is the resurrection of the
dead. It is sown in corruption, it is raised
in incorruption; it is sown in dishonor; it
is raised1 in glory; it is sown in weakness,
it is raised in power; it is sown a natural
body; it is raised a spiritual body. So also
it is written, T h e first Adam became a
living soul. The last Adam became a life
giving spirit."
That Christ is the second Adam most
theologians agree. Many there are however, who fail to appreciate what this second Adam has done for humanity through
His resurrection. As death enters our
homes how its sting is lost as we remember that because He lives, we also
shall live. At Saharsa Mission in India
there is a mound which marks the resting
place of the faithful starter and organizer
of the work of the Brethren in Christ
in India, H. L. Smith. At Wanezi Mission,
near Filabusi, S. Rhodesia, another mound
shows where the. organizer, H. P. Steigerwalt, of the Brethren in Christ Mission
work in Africa has been laid to await the
glad morning. A number of other mounds
at Matopo Mission, in Calcutta and other
places show where the martyrs of the

V I S I T O R

A number of years ago while attending
a lovefeast occasion in the Antrim Church
building in Franklin county, Pa., I preached a resurrection theme on Sunday morning. In my mind more sermons concerning
the resurrection ought to be preached. At
the dismissal of that service an elderly
brother took me by the hand and' led me
to the adjoining "city of the dead", (when
people have died in the Lord it should be
called "The Palaces of the Living") where
a small marker showed the burial places
of his devoted parents, according to his
testimony. He said something as follows:
"Here my parents have been laid to rest.
It is an humble and lonely place. T h e Lord
has prospered me. I have desired to reinter them in the Greencastle cemetery and
erect a large tombstone over their graves
to show my appreciation. M y sisters who
were members of your church as my parents were, desired me to leave them here.
So I did, will they be all right here in the
morning of the resurrection?" I assured
him that I thought they would. And why
not, for does not the Power of His Resurrection reach to every place in the globe of
which we are a part? It most assuredly
does. W h a t a power creating such a hope!
Much more could be said and many more
illustrations given to show the power of
His resurrection. These three triumphs of
the resurrection mark it as the greatest
event in history. Things must be measured
by the results that they give. W h a t other
thing has produced such far-reaching re-
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In conclusion a paragraph from I Cor.
15: "Behold I tell you a mystery; we shall
not all sleep, but we shall all be changed
in a moment, in the twinkling of an eye,
at the last trump; for the trump shall sound
and the dead1 shall be raised incorruptible
and we shall all be changed." By what
power? Alone through the Power of His
Resurrection. How much Easter means
to the true Christian!

How Much Shall We Keep?
There was a servant of God who had a
little girl, and he was anxious that she
should be brought up to serve Him, and
he wanted to teach her that we should give
one-tenth of our possessions to the Lord.
One day he called her into his study, where
he had arranged ten piles of money. And
he said': "You see, I have ten piles of
money here. One, two, three, four, five,
six, seven, eight, nine—they belong to me;
but this tenth one belongs to God." T h e
little girl said: "Oh, Father, are you going
to keep all the nine for yourself?"
—King's

Business.

SENSE a future life within me. I am like a forest which has been
cut down more than once. The new shoots each time are stronger
than the previous ones. I know I am rising toward heaven. There is
sunshine above my head. The earth gives me its lusciousness, but above
me glows heaven with the reflection of unknown worlds.
You say that the soul is nothing else but the result of earthly
causes. Then how can my soul remain ever living while my physical
poivers begin to diminish? Winter has settled on my head, but there is
eternal spring in my heart. It seems that in my old age I am breathing
the fragrance of lilies, violets and roses, as I did when I was but twenty
years old. The nearer I come to the end, the more clearly do I hear
'round about me the symphonies of worlds that call me. It is marvelous, but it is true. It sounds like a fiction, and yet it is a trustivorthy fact.
When I go down into my grave, I can say like many others: "I
have finished my day's work." But I cannot say: "I have finished
my life." My day's work will begin again the next morning. The tornh
is not a blind alley. It is an open thoroughfare. The darkness of night
shrouds it, but it leads to the eternal sunrise.—VICTOR HUGO.
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sults? The whole law of the spiritual and
psychical realm has been changed through
the power of His Resurrection. Love and
Mercy have been enthroned and compulsory mandates abated. Human character,
the greatest of all God's creative works has
been reinstated in Heavenly likenesses
through Christ's resurrection and finally the
curse on the physical, psychical and spiritual realm shall be subdued completely
through Him who liveth and was dead and
is ahtye forevermore.

Immortality
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The Christian and
the Empty Tomb
A N U M B E R of years ago I stood by
*^
the tomb of General Grant on Riverside Drive in N e w York City. W h y
did I pause with uncovered head at that
magnificent tomb? Because I remembered
that the body of a renowned patriot was
resting there. On various occasions since
the world war, it was my privilege to visit
the well known tomb of the unknown soldier in Arlington Cemetery, Arlington, Va.
Americans hold that spot dear, because the
remains of some unknown young man are
interred there in memory of all American
boys who died in Europe during the struggle of 1914-18.
Tourists from all over the world stand
by the slab marking Livingstone's grave
in Westminster Abbey. W h y do they
experience a throbbing heart and a moistened eye? They remember that there lies
as heroic and Godly dust as was ever organized in a human body. And so it is
with the graves of all our relatives and
loved ones—father, mother, sister, brother,
husband, wife, lover, friend—throughout
the wide world. Their entombed dust
hallows the place of their entombment.
W e prize the tomb for what it contains.
This is not true of all tombs. There is
one tomb that has imperishable glory because of its emptiness. It is the empty
tomb which was visited by the Easter
Marys. As Christians we know that the
empty tomb was brought about by the
miraculous act of Almighty God.
T h e Romans were very careful to make
a safety deposit vault for the body of
Christ by means of a great stone together
with the seal of the powerful Roman Empire. Jews and all evidently had faith in
the words of Jesus, that in three days He
was going to rise again. Many sceptics
throughout the centuries have exhibited
much faith in the resurrection certainty
of all people by the care or safeguards
which they have taken against their own
personal resurrection.
W e are told that near Bedford, Indiana,

is the tomb of such a man who boasted
that he would not answer the call to the
general resurrection. The precaution he
took was to have his sepulcher cut in the
living rock, and to have it sealed with a
great slab of stone upon which his monument is built. Rev. Robert B. McCain observes that "any one visiting this place
will see that seeds carried by the wind
have sent their roots into the crevices of
the rock, and that by means of a tiny seed,
borne by a gentle wind, God can open that
grave"
Such faith in the power of the empty
tomb as the above man exhibited puts the
faith of many a Christian in the shade.
Faith in the empty tomb and the preaching thereof permeated the whole Roman
Empire within a century after the First
Easter morning. The argument which
brought thousands and tens of thousands
to believe on the risen Christ, during that
first century, was that of the empty tomb.
The Apostle Paul assured the Corinthian
Church that the empty tomb gives a double
victory, namely; the victory over sin, and
death. Through the token of the empty tomb
God accepted and placed the seal of approval on Christ's work of redemption.
Without the resurrection we would not
have known that He was the Son of God.
Christ would have been a mere martyr to a
cause.
From the record of John 20:1-8 we have
two things: (1) the empty tomb as discovered by Mary Magdalene, and confirmed'
later by Peter and John; (2) the evidence
of Christ's miraculous resurrection by the
undisturbed graveclothes which were uncrushed and unwrapped, but were in the
same position as when Christ was within
them. This evidences the fact that His
body was changed from a terrestrial body
to a celestial body.
This tremendous event is the greatest
foundation stone of the Christian faith.
The whole structure of the Ghristian religion would collapse if it were not for

He Is Not
Here
He Is Risen
As
He Said
A
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Practical Talk—Number Eighteen
Eld. Henry G. Brubaker
the fact that God emptied the tomb through
His mighty resurrection power. The resurrection of Christ from the dead is God's
great expression of acceptance placed upon
the atoning work of Christ on the cross.
Through this, the Christian is assured of
full redemption.
The cross-experience of Christ had to
precede His resurrection-experience. So
also the Christian, before he is able to follow Christ in the risen life, he must first
follow Him through the crucifixion. Before
the Christian is identified with Christ in His
life, he must experience union with Christ
in His death. Just as the believer died
with Christ and ceased to be what he once
was, so, risen with Christ, he now has become what he was not.
The same power which was used in raising Christ from the dead is the power He
uses in making us alive who were dead in
trespasses and sins, and this same exceeding
great power keeps the victorious Christian
from day to day. T h e Holy Spirit power
in the daily life is a foretaste of the glorious life of liberty after we have put on our
resurrection bodies.
W e , as Christians, can therefore, look
into the empty tomb and say—He lives,
He lives.
"The dismal grave can boast no victory.
And dreaded death no more can thrust its
sting.
For Christ is risen triumphant from the
grave;
He conquered death and hell eternally.
'The first fruits of the holy harvest-field'
Is Christ our Resurrection and our Life."
That the life He gives is unconquerable is
proved by the fact that He cannot be conquered. As we look into the Christian
centuries, we find this Christ of the Cross
and the empty tomb the regnant figures of
history—His cross the most loved1 emblem,
His empty tomb the source of consolation
to uncounted hearts, his living intimate
daily presence the greatest reality of re
ligion, and as Christians we may well
shout—here, here is the truth, He lives, He
lives, He lives! And, with equal emphasis
and enthusiasm herald the fact—we live,
we live, we live!
If a man is honest because honesty is the
best policy, I would not trust him with my
pocket book, if he is honest because he
cannot bear to do what the God he loves
asks him not to do, then I can trust him
with everything. This is a large subject,
but its root lies herein; that a new life, a
spiritual life, is necessary if a man would
enter the kingdom.—Selected.

Thoughts on the

Resurrection

Bishop Charlie B. Byers
E cloud that hung over the city of
T HJerusalem
during the hours of the

crucifixion has cleared away, the terrible
agony and suffering on the cross has ceased, the tragedy is over, and the two thieves
are taken down from the Cross. Jesus,
too, has been laid in the new tomb of
Joseph of Arimathaea. T h e angry crowd
has been satisfied, the soldiers have been
assigned to watch the tomb, while the
people return to their homes to consider
the events of the day, anxiously awaiting
for the third day to come.
As vhe Sabbath fades away, the first day
of the week finds Mary Magdalene and
a company of women, at dawn, on their
way to the tomb to anoint the body of
Jesus. They no doubt expect to find
the tomb as they had seen it left by Joseph
and Nicodemus on the preceding Friday—
all quiet and a stone at the door—but as
they draw near behold! the stone rolled
away, and an open door before them. Now,
what raptures of joy. Those women who
came to seek Jesus find no stone between
them and Jesus. Thank God! our Jesus has
rolled away and broken down every barrier,
that the devil has ever put up or rolled up,
between us and God. W e l l has the hymn
writer expressed this thought in the words
"Just as I am, thy love unknown has broken every barrier down." The middle wall
of partition has been blasted away by Resurrection power so that we are now no
longer strangers and foreigners but fellowcitizens with the saints and of the household of God. Oh! what love that was
wounded for our transgressions and bruised for our iniquities. It makes the
soul say, " W e r e the whole realm qf
nature mine that were a present far
too small, love so amazing so divine demands my life, my joy, my all"
As M a r y and the women that were with
her drew near to the sepulchre they heard
angels announce the resurrection by saying,
"He is risen, H e is not here." Angels announced His birth to shepherds on the
hills of Judea, and here they tell of His
glorious resurrrection. In the announcement of the birth, joy was foretold; but in
the announcement of the resurrection, joy
was fulfilled, and Jesus comes foith and
brings life and immortality to light. There
was no power in earth or hell that could
stand against His coming forth, the stone
could not hold Him, Pilate's seal could not
seal this tomb, and the Roman guard became as dead men when the time came for
Jesus t o come forth. Truly our risen Lord
is the stronger man that has overcome the
strong man and taken his armor from him,
and has divided with us the spoils. He
brings out immortality and divides it with
us. Hallelujah. Without a divine inspiration or revelation from God, one can not

fully know and appreciate the great battle
our Lord Jesus fqught for us that death
might be defeated.
Just about thirty-four years have now
passed since the Son of God lay aside
His royal robes, left ease and comfort behind, and sacrificing all heaven's glories,
He sweeps past angels and archangels,
passes out the golden gates, and comes to
earth to enter the battle against sin and
death. N o , He has not come to establish
an eaithly kingdom, else would His servants have fough'i; for Him; but to deliver
them who, through fear of death, were all
their lifetime subject to bondage. Oh, if
H e had not risen, but thank God, H e did
arise and opened the way to the tree of
life, and has loosed the seven seals on the
Book of Life. Remember, no other person in
heaven or in earth could do this for John,
when on the Isle of Patmos, saw all heaven
and earth searched for one that was able to
loose the seals from the book but no fair
angel, or archangel, no Old Testament
saint or prophet, sage or seer, was found
worthy or able, for the task.
Yes, truly Noah was a righteous man,
but after many years he was overcome of
death. Abraham, the father of the faithful,
was finally subdued by the monster of
death and laid in the cave at Macpelah.
Moses, too, after many years of faithful
service, was buried by God somewhere.
After naming a great number of these Old
Testament heroes and heroines of faith in
the eleventh chapter of Hebrews, the great
apostle explains that these all died, or were
finally conquered by death; but the mightiest of all warriors, the lion of the tribe of
Judah, emerges from the battle a conqueror and becomes the fairest of ten
thousand to the soul. Glory! Glory! "Lift
up your heads, O ye gate; and be ye lift
up, ye everlasting doors, and the king of
glory shall come in."
So He returns to the golden city of light,
a C O N Q U E R O R amid the applause of
the angels and the heavenly beings. Now
our weeping is over, the seals are broken
from the book of life, and a new day has
dawned. John beheld many angels and
elders and ten thousand times ten tHousand
and thousands and thousands of saints saying: "Thou ait worthy.'' N o doubt all hell
is in a turmoil over the resurrection while
Satan rages, but nevertheless the blood
red banner of King Jesus marches on and
waves triumphantly over death. He has
rushed into the valley of death t o light the
way for all those who are traveling from
time to eternity, and so there's a light in the
valley of death now for us, and we sorrow not as others who have no hope, when
their loved ones depart for the other
shore.
On entering the tomb, the grave clothes

were found, the linen and the napkin, but
Jesus was gone, and only that which belonged to the grave was found there. As
the preacher has said: "The dust shall
return to the earth as it was and the spirit
to God who gave it," and so the earth goes
to earth, flesh and blood cannot inherit the
kingdom of God. "Behold, I shew you a
mystery. W e shall not all sleep, but we
shall all be changed. For this corruptible
must put on incorruption, and this mortal
must put on immortality." So mortality,
corruption, dishonor, and weakness belong
only to this plane and sphere and never go
beyond the tomb. This means that suffering, crying, tears, hospitals, insane asylums,
disappointments, heartaches, graveyards,
and the like will be over when God wipes
all tears from our eyes. Because Jesus lives
we shall live also, clothed with immortality. His resurrection is proof in full to
this effect, yea, in t h i realms of the incorruptible, flowers never fade, fruits neve
decay, harps know neither minors nor discords, and the river of life, sparkling with
the glory of God1 and flowing out from the
throne in infinite purity and peace, is there.
It will be uplifting to notice the point
at which the resurrection became a reality
to Mary and the women. As others go
away, she stands at the tomb to weep and
commune with the angels, she speaks to
one supposed to be the gardener, but suddenly the name "Mary", is spoken in a
very familiar tone and she recognizes her
Master; the mist has rolled away. T h e
stone rolled awa y from the door of the
sepulchre did not convince her that Jesus
was alive. The grave clothes remaining
seemed to leave no special evidence to hi
and even the voice of the angel that, " H e is
(Continued on page 110)

He loved me; dying,
L IVING,
He saved me;
Buried, He carried my sins far
away;
Rising, He justified freely forever;
One day He's coming—0 glorious day!
—J. Wilbur Chapman.
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Thirty Pieces of Silver
^^^H^H
RAY of sunshine, bright with the
promise of spring, filtered through the
curtain and lay in a golden bar across the
face of a sleeping man. He was young,
black-haired, and he squirmed uneasily before opening his dark eyes. A moment
later he sat up, swung his legs over the
side of the bed, and groaned, dropping his
head in his hands.
Yes, it all came back to him now. Sleep
had brought him a ifew hours of unconsciousness, but with the first waking moment the memory of the past evening returned in an overwhelming flood.
He cast a glance at the clock on the
bureau. Beside it, in a frame, was a girl's
picture; but he did not stop to look at the
picture now. Nine o'clock! H e had overslept and would be late at his office. T o d|ay, of all days, when in his capacity as
city attorney, he must put the finishing
touches on his report to the city council.
He groaned again; then he sprang up and
reached for his clothes. "So easy," he
muttered, "and yet so hard. W h y did
Pink McGrew have to come here last night
and offer—"
He stopped, leaving the words unsaid—
a bribe! It was not a word to be spoken
aloud, A bribe from Pink McGrew, representative of the law-defying element, that
he, Malcolm Reid, must fight to the finish,
if he would fulfill t h e pre-election promises he had made!
He turned away from the mirror, his
hairbrush still in his hand. Reaching under
his pillow, he withdrew two long envelopes.
N o , the whole thing had not been a nightmare—it was all very real. The envelopes
contained two negotiable bonds of $1,000
each, unmentioned by McGrew in his interview, and only discovered by Malcolm
when he turned down the bedclothes preparatory to retiring.
He had been surprised to see McGrew.
He had thought himself alone in the house.
Mrs. Forbes, his landlady, had gone to
the hall to attend a church service. He
had been sitting in the little study that adjoined his room, working on his report to
the city council, and silently read:
"There are large numbers of slot machines, punch boards and other gambling
devices of various kinds in regular use in
this city, in open and flagrant violation of
existing laws. I recommend that—•"
A heavy footstep on the stairs made him
whirl around in time to see the door open,
• and a stout, florid-faced man enter.
"Didn't expect to see me, eh, Mr. Reid?
Sorry if I startled you." T h e caller pulled
up the nearest chair and seated himself.
"Mind if I sit down a few minutes while
I get this off my chest? I wanted to talk
to you just a minute about all this stuff you
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are going to lay before the council tomorrow night. Of course, there have been
some violations of the law—not many,
though—not enough for a young man like
you to make a lot of enemies over. Better
take it a bit slow for a while, eh?"
McGrew had talked steadily, a running
fire of conversation that left no chance for

The Saddest Story
Fannie B. Davidson
The saddest story t h a t I know,
iuegan one nignt long years ago,
When out upon a hillside place,
Our l o r d in anguish prayed for grace,
To drink the cup,
Be lilted up,
And give His life; how much it cost,
•i-o save the guilty sinner, lost.
The angels came in ministry,
And from t h a t hour no bitter cry,
Escaped the lips of Christ our lore 1 •
Unflinchingly He faced the sword,
The angry mob,
Who came to roh,
The mortal flesh of life divine;
Dear Ci-od, how great this Son of Thine!
And who would think among His own,
Was one who would the Christ disown,
But Judas for a hag of gold,
Betrayed his l o r d with kiss so hold;
Oh, wretched man,
A devilish plan,
To rid the world of Christ her King;
That fact e'en yet our hearts doth sting.
And then hefore the council there,
They held a trial so unfair,
Before the men who should have stood,
Behind their King, who did hut good;
Oh, mockery,
Dark memory,
When Christ t h e l o r d was cruelly tried,
His claim as King again denied.
They led Him hound to Pilate's hall.
Where "Crucify Him," hear them call,
And Pilate failed to meet the test,
E'en though His wife could find no rest,
And warning gave,
This Man must save,
But treason cries his heart assailed,
And o'er the right the moh prevailed.
Then out upon Mount Calvary,
They crucified our l o r d , ah me,
How could they slay t h e Prince of Peace,
But stop, a thought makes heart heats cease,
I nailed Him there,
My sins He hare,
For me He paid the penalty,
That I might evermore he free.
Oh, yes, t h e sins of everyone,
Met as a cloud on God's dear Son,
He tread t h e winepress all alone,
And guilty sinners did atone;
He gave His all,
Oh, hear His call,
"Dear soul, t h y heart is all I crave,
For you my life I freely gave."

refusal or denial, concluding with, "Weil,
I'll sneak back before your landlady gets
back—a bit embarrassing if she caught me
here, you know. And best wishes to you
and Phyllis Moulton. A little wedding
present—•"
He hurried away, and it was not until
two hours later that Malcolm found the
bonds under his pillow. A wedding present!
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Downstairs, at 'die belated breakfast, he
ate but little. "Not exactly hungry, Mrs.
Forbes," he said, with a sickly smile. Mrs.
Forbes looked anxious. She was a slender, elderly woman, sweet-faced and silver
haired. She was silent now, as she filled
Malcolm's coffee cup. A lover's quarrel,
she thought—that was all. W h e n a penniless young attorney and the only daughter
of wealthy Henry Moukon had the misfortune to fall in love with each other, there
wasn't much to be said. Malcolm swallowed a few bites of food, then reached for
his hat. "Thanks a lot—and now if you'll
excuse me—•"
He hurried out of the house; he wanted
to get away. Though it was nearly a mile
to his office, he started to walk. T h e wind
whipped his topcoat and tugged at his hat
brim. Tomorrow was Easter. H e must
send Phyllis some
flowers—orchids—when
he could barely afford a potted geranium.
"Hello, Malcolm." A smart roadster drew
up to the curb and Phyllis' head appeared.
"Just going to work. Get in and I will take
you down to the city hall." Malcolm got
in, and sat down beside her. Here it was
again—money, loads of it—and he hadn't
a cent. His hands grasped the brief case
in his lap. T w o thousand dollars—a wedding present. He looked across at the girl
—steady gray eyes, looking straight ahead,
as she said, "I've been thinking, Malcolm,
tomorrow is Easter—thinking how thankful we ought to be, that Jesus loved us,
that He died for us. I went to meeting
with Mrs. Forbes last night, and she read
the story of the crucifixion from the Bible.
I just fairly lived it, she brought it all so
close, and so real."
Malcom did not reply. He knew Mrs.
Forbes' ability; she had coached him in
public speaking as a young college student.
"You aren't listening to me," said Phyllis, after a moment. "I am trying to tell
you that last night for the first time in my
life, I really prayed—at the penitent form.
And you just sit there and look at me."
She said nothing more, but drove on in a
hurt, bewildered silence.
It was noon before Mrs. Forbes went
upstairs to tidy up Malcolm's room. She
lingered over her work, spreading up the
blankets and tucking them in with loving
fingers. Then she stooped and plucked at
two long envelopes hidden under the mattress. Bonds—$2,000. What—where—?
She dropped into a chair and folded her
trembling hands in her lap. Her puzzle
was fitting itself slowly together—the burned cigar stub she had picked up on the
stairs; the half-guilty, smirking face of Pink
McGrew, whom she had met at the corner
of the block on her return from the meeting; Malcolm's evident mental distress.
From her chair she slid to her knees and
prayed, "Lord save him! His feet are
standing in a slippery place. Give me the
right thing to do, the right words to speak
—to help him."
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It was five o'clock in the afternoon. Malcolm sat at his desk, his report to the council lying unfinished before him. His eyes
were fixed on the typewritten pages before
him, but the words were a gray blur. T w o
thousand dollars! Not enough to do great
things, but nevertheless a start—enough
for a down payment on the house Phyllis
and he had looked at together a few days
ago. A wedding present, McGrew had
said. Only a wedding present * * *,
The door opened, and Malcom looked
up. "Hello, Mrs. Forbes. You're a late
caller. Everybody else has gone home—
here, take this chair."
Mrs. Forbes sat down in the chair he
offered. Shaded by her bonnet, her face
looked serious, even grave. "Malcolm,"
she said, "I have been wondering all day,
and I thought you might be able to tell
me. Just how much money would be represented nowadays by thirty pieces of
silver?"
"Thirty—pieces—" he said blankly.
"Thirty pieces of silver. Judas sold his
Lord for that; and then—-" her words were
only a whisper, "he hanged himself."
Malcolm got up and went to the window. "I don't know," he replied in a muffled voice, "I never thought about it."
" T h e minister thought $24, but wasn't
sure. Strange, when you think about it,
isn't it? Jesus was sold for $24, and after
that, all the wealth of the world could not
redeem Him from His journey to the Cross.
The smallest bribe in history—$24—thirty
pieces of silver." Her voice trailed off. In
the silence, the muffled roar of the city
streets below crept into the room. At last
Malcolm stirred. "I must get back to my
work." H e dropped down again at his
desk, and drew the typewritten sheets before him. "Don't wait supper for me—I
won't be home till late. Thirty pieces—
of silver—•"

was staring at him from the foot of the
table. For a moment he wavered, then,
with lifted chin, he continued: "I fought a
battle with myself all day. I tried to make
wrong look like right, and just when I was
thinking that I might be justified in accepting the bribe, I was reminded of One whose
value was set at thirty pieces of silver. I
could not do it. I could not go through
with it. I have given my heart and my
life to Him today. That is all, gentlemen.
I ask your indulgence for this digression. It
is my first public testimony to the saving,
cleansing and keeping power of the Savior
whom I shall serve from this day forward."
The meeting adjourned at last and Malcolm made his escape, slipping out a rear
door. Underlying the spiritual exaltation
of the hour was the somber thought that
h e had lost Phyllis. The staring eyes of

Mrs. Forbes went out and closed the
door softly behind her.
W h e n finally Malcolm arrived at the
city hall, every council member was present. Twenty-eight pair of eyes were focused on him when he slipped quietly into
his seat near the head of the long table.
W h e n his name was called and he arose,
the big room grew still.
"Tomorrow is Easter." H e made the
statement in a matter-of-fact tone. "According to the Scripture records, this is the
anniversary of the week in which the Savior of mankind was sold, betrayed, for a
bribe of thirty pieces of silver—$24 in our
money. Measured by that standard, I have
been either greatly honored—or dishonored." H e paused to lay two large envelopes on the table, then explained in
detail. "I confess frankly the bribe tempted me. For a personal reason—a reason
that is an open secret, which I would not
deny if I could—I was susceptible."
He stopped abruptly.

•
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Henry Moulton, her father—a man whose
.money was his only god—haunted him. He
would never give his consent to their marriage now.
Malcolm did not return to his room immediately. Indeed the first grayness of the
dawn was showing in the East when he
finally turned down the street toward Mrs.
Forbes' home. T o his surprise, a light was
still burning in her living room, and she
greeted him with a message:
"Malcolm, Henry Moulton has been trying to get you on the phone. You are invited to have Easter breakfast with him
and Phyllis this morning. He wants to
talk with you—to make some arrangements in regard to your 'personal reason'
—he said you would know what he meant."
—Selected, in The Herald o[ Light and
Zion's
Watchman.

Magwe's Search for
God
Ethel E. Wallis
Founded on Fact
»<Q QUISH, squash, squish, squash," went
^
the big, clumsy water buffalo as he
slushed through the thick mud on the bank
of the river. Magwe looked very small bsside him as he prodded him with a sharp
stick to keep him from wading out into the
water. The hot Burma sun beat down on
Magwe's dark bare back, making it shiny
like a new brown leather shoe.
Suddenly he gave the huge animal a
sharp poke on his right front leg, turning
him around a clump of coconut trees, and
guiding him toward a little thatched hut.
Like other Burmese boys, Magwe had been
driving herds of water buffaloes since he
was very young, and it was an easy matter
to manage this one.
As Magwe gave his buffalo a final thrust
and came nearer the hut, he saw a group
of boys gathered at the door. They were
talking in excited tones. Kanai, his older
brother, was pointing down the river and
saying to the others, "Yes, he lives away
down there."
"Who lives down there?" asked Magwe
as he hurried toward the group.
"Why, God does—Pomet said so," assured
Kanai.
Magwe's black eyes sparkled as he protested, "Kanai, you know that that can't be!
God ia not alive."
"All right," challenged Kanai. "You ask
Pomet. He just came back from a trip down
the river. He heard that a man from across
the sea to the south has come to tell our
people that God is alive."
"Yes," agreed Pomet, "that is what every
one down the river is saying. I wanted to
stay longer and hear more."

Magwe looked thoughtful. "Well," he said
slowly, "if God is really still alive, He will
surely punish us for all our wicked deeds.
He might even come to visit our village, and
I would be frightened. Do you suppose He
knows where we live—if He is alive?"
Magwe was puzzled. All his life he had
lived in a small tribal village away up in
the north of Burma on the Chindwin River.
The waters of the great river were as
smooth and glistening as a mirror, and the
rafts and canoes of the tribespeople glided
easily along it, propelled only by gentle
breezes or crude paddles which the boys
whittled out of wood. Tall, fluffy coco palm
trees swayed gracefully over the shores of
the glassy river. Magwe had often thought
as he was herding the buffaloes through the
swamps, which were like beautiful flower
gardens, that there must be some Great Person who had made all of these lovely plants
grow, but who was He? Where did He
live?
Magwe sometimes wondered, too, about
what would happen if he should get sick
and die, as his big sister Weya had done a
few months before. How his mother and
father had wailed and screamed, and how
the priest at the temple had beat on the sadsounding gong for hours and hours! But
Weya was gone. Where was she now? Was
she happy, or was she suffering for all the
wrong things she had done when she lived
with her brothers and sisters in the little
grass hut?
But now Magwe was not thinking of
Weya so much as he was thinking about
God. The possibility of His being alive was
something new, and it bothered him.
"I have an idea!" exclaimed Magwe to
Kanai. "Let's get in our boat and travel
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down the river to find the man who knows
about God. I want to hear for myself."
"Oh, Magwe!" said Kanai. "How silly
that is! It is a long, long journey. It would
take many moons for you to go there and
back. And what would you eat on the way ?
You could never carry enough rice to la.st
you."
"Kanai," said Magwe, "I am strong and
brave. I can always eat coconuts. I want
to find out about God, and I wish you would
go with me."
"Oh, Magwe," objected Kanai with a
scowl, "that is a foolish notion. What
would we look for, and who would show us
the way down the big winding river?"
"Pomet," said Magwe, "you have been
farther down the river than any one in our
village. You could guide us."
Pomet frowned. He wasn't at all sure
that he wanted to take such a trip. That
night the three boys sat around the fire in
front of the little hut, arguing long after
the rest of the village had gone to sleep.
At last Kanai said, with not much eagerness, "Well, I guess I'll go with you." Pomet
said that he would go along, too.
The next moring Magwe was up much
earlier than usual, long before the sun came
peeping between the brown, hairy trunks
of the coconut trees. Soon the whole village
was up. Children ran squealing and jumping up and down the bank of the river
where a little boat was tied to the limb of a
gnarled palm tree. In the bottom of the boat
were several wooden utensils filled with rice.
At one end there was a roll of straw mats,
which they would spread on the banks cf
the river for beds at night.
As the sun shone down in blinding brightness on the water, the three boys, their
faces aglow with excitement and adventure,
sailed away. The children of the village ran
down the bank after the boat until it disappeared around the bend. "Do you think
they'll find God is alive?" they asked each
other, wonderingly.
The boys took turns paddling the boat.
The water was calm and smooth, but. their
minds were stormy with questions and fears.
All day long they sailed, passing little
thatched villages along the banks which
were grown over with thick jungle trees.
All day long they asked themselves, "Shall
we ever find H i m ? " They saw men riding
elephants along the water front, and little
boys driving herds of buffaloes. But they
saw nobody that looked like the Great One
they came to see.
Day after day they traveled, and night
after night they slept on the shore, each
night a little more weary and anxious than
the night before. At last Kanai said, "This
is all foolishness. I'm going back!"
"It can't be much farther," said Magwe.
As they rounded a bend he exclaimed,
"Look! I think this is the place. The one
who knows God must live here."
They had come to where the Chindwin
River meets the mighty Irrawaddy River,
which is the largest in Burma. The houses
and the people along the banks of this river
were very different from those of their tribe.
The boys were bewildered by all the strange
sights. Which way should they point their
little boat now? Where did the man live
who knew about God?
"We must ask some one to tell us where
to go," said Magwe, and he was out of the
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little boat as he said it. Soon he was talking with an important-looking men who
was pointing up the Irrawaddy.
"Yes," the man was saying, "you follow
the river, go past the village of Moowa, and
you will find a missionary who can tell you
about God. Just ask as you go along, and
you are sure to find him."
Magwe relayed the information to his
companions.
"But what is a 'missionary'?" questioned
Pomet. "I wouldn't know one if I saw one."
"Well," said Magwe, "we've come this
far, and we might as well go on. I'm sure
that we can find him."
Their tiny boat looked almost like a top
as it skimmed along between the big, noisy
steamboats that were chugging up the river
beside them. Finally they came to a large
village. Magwe climbed out of the boat,
squeezed his way through a throng of
people to a man who was selling bananas,
and asked him for directions.
"Oh, yes," said the banana vender enthusiastically. "I know the man of God well.
He lives in a large white house up that
way." And he explained to Magwe just how
to find the place.
Soon the boys were walking up to the
door of the big white mission house. They
did not know how to knock, so they stood
for a moment, wondering what to do next.
But the missionary's wife had seen them
coming, and she greeted them at the door.
In words which were difficult for her to
understand, because he was from a distant
part of Burma, Magwe told the lady why
he had come. He wondered whether she
knew anything about God.
"Come right in," she said in a kind,
friendly voice when Magwe had finished.
"I am so glad that you have come. I will
tell you what I know about God."
"This must be a woman of God," thought
Magwe, as he sat down with the others.
"How kind she is!"
She took from a shelf a big black object.
Magwe thought it must have been used a
great deal and handled very carefully.
"This is the Book of God," their hostess
explained. "It tells that God is holy—so
holy that He cannot allow any sin in His
presence."
Kanai nudged Magwe.
"Just as I
thought," he whispered, his voice troubled.
"And all of us have sinned—every man
and woman and boy and girl in all the
world!" continued the missionary.
Sadness marked three upturned faces.
"But God the Father has a Son who
never sinned. And the Father so loved the
people of the world that He allowed His
holy Son to come to earth, and take the
punishment which we deserved. That punishment was death."
Magwe gasped.
"Wicked men nailed the Lord Jesus
Christ, God's Son, to a wooden cross, where
He died. But because He was really God,
the grave could not hold Him. After three
days He arose from the dead, and He is
alive forevermore."
"But, our sins . . . ? " Magwe questioned.
"The Lord Jesus Christ bore them in His
own body on the cross. And now, any person
who will believe that Jesus took his place
and became his Saviour shall have eternal
life. Do you boys believe?"
"Truly!" answered Magwe solemnly.

"Truly, truly," echoed the others, speaking from their hearts.
"May we stay and hear more?" asked
Magwe eagerly.
*
The face of the missionary grew a little
sad. "I'm sorry," she said, "but there is no
money left to buy rice. I don't see how we
can keep any more boys just now. But," she
said in a different tone, "God lives, and I
will ask Him."
She was interrupted by a commotion at
the door. The postman was bringing an
extra delivery of mail, which had arrived
on a delayed steamer. Among the letters
was one from a class of Sunday-school boys
in the United States. They enclosed money
which they had earned for some Burmese
boy who wanted to study the Bible at the
mission station. They did not know who the
boy would be, but the Lord Jesus had
planned that their gift should arrive at just
the right time.
The boys could hardly believe what they
heard. It sounded like a dream. Magwe was
chosen to stay, while Pomet and Kanai were
to go back up the Chindwin to the village
under the coconut trees, to tell their people
that God was alive. Magwe would come
soon to tell' them more. The missionary
thought that she had never seen a happier
boy than Magwe. His long search for God
was ended. He had found the living Saviour.
—The King's Business.

Kazunga's Easter Gift
Amelia O. Stott
Founded on Fact
T was just a week before Easter, and
there was to be a very special thank-offering in a certain little village church in
West Africa. The day schoolteacher's salary
was very small, for the small band of Christians could hardly feed themselves. The season had been specially bad, and it seemed
likely they would lose their little school,
which had been started with such difficulty
a year ago.
''
"We will each have to sacrifice something," said the farmer preacher who was in
charge of the little church, one evening at
supper.
His orphan nephew, Kazunga,
whom he had taken to live with them, noticed how very troubled his uncle looked.
Easter was always kept as a time of rejoicing, and Kazunga's schoolteacher had
told the boys how happy they ought to be
because the Lord Jesus was now alive for
evermore. He had described to the boys the
rejoicings and the way Easter had been kept
at the big mission school where he had been
trained. But in their village Kazunga knew
it would have to be a time of giving up
things this year to save their school from
being closed.
"Well, I must wear some native bark cloth
for the special offering, as it will sell afterward and help a bit," said Kazunga's aunt;
while his cousins Saulo and Samba decided
to give gourds full of grain and potatoes;
even their little sisters promised their much
treasured glass beads. It was wonderful
how everyone wanted to have some share in
helping. But poor Kazunga had only one
treasure—the bow and arrows his father had
always used, for he had been a great hunter.
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Rousseau s Witness to the Gospel and to Christ
HE eighteenth century stands out in hisT
tory as marked by skepticism and unbelief. England, France, Germany were alike in
this respect, but in France one of the most
influential of the rejectors of Christianity
was Jean Jacques Rousseau (1712-1778). In
some particulars he was much nearer the acceptance of Christianity than his contemporary Voltaire, but like him nevertheless, he
finally shut out its evidence from his heart.
Before doing so, however, Rousseau gave utterance to his creed, in his historic romance
Emile, in which there occurs what Principal
Cairns describes as "the most striking tribute to Christianity in the history of unbelief."
On a recent occasion, the president of the
Moody Bible Institute recalled this "creed"
in an address broadcast over the radio, and
the number of requests for it in print have
led to its publication herewith. We are indebted for the text to Unbelief in the
Eighteenth Century, by John Cairns, D. D.
(A. & C. Black, Edinburgh, 1881).—Editors.
"I avow to you also that the holiness of
the Gospel is an argument that speaks Lo
my heart, and to which I should regret to
find any good reply. See the books of philosophers with all their pomp; how little they
are beside this! Can a book at once so sublime and simple be the work of men? Is
it possible that He, whose history it is, can
be a man Himself? Is this the tone of an
enthusiast, or of an ambitious secretary?
What sweetness, what purity, in His man-

ners; what touching grace in His instructions; what elevation in His maxims; what
profound wisdom in His discourses; what
presence of mind; what delicacy and what
justness in His replies; what empire over
His passions! Where is the man, where is
the sage, who knows how to act, to suffer,
and to die, without weakness and without
ostentation? When Plato paints his ideal
man covered with every reproach of crime,
and worthy of all the rewards of virtue,
he paints feature after feature, Jesus
Christ: the resemblance is so striking, that
all the fathers have felt it, and it is not
possible for anyone to mistake it.
"What prejudices, what blindness, are not
required to make anyone venture to compare the son of Sophroniscus with the Son of
Mary? What a distance between the one
and the other! Socrates, dying without
pain, without ignominy, easily sustains to
the end his character; and if that gentler
death had not honored his life, one doubts
if Socrates, with all his genius, would have
been other than a sophist. He discovered,
it is said, morality; others before him had
put it in practice. He did nothing more
than say what they had done; he but reduced their examples to the form of lessons.
Aristides had been just before Socrates had
said what justice was. Leonidas had died
for his country before Socrates had made
the love of country a duty. Sparta was
sober before Socrates had praised sobriety;
before he had defined virtue, Greece abounded in virtuous men. But where had Jesus

found, among His countrymen, that pure
and exalted morality of which He alone has
held forth the lessons and the example?
In the bosom of the most violent fanaticism
the loftiest wisdom made itself heard, and
the simplicity of the most heroic virtues
honored the meanest of all peoples.
"The death of Socrates, philosophizing
tranquilly among his friends, is the gentlest
that one could desire; that of Jesus, expiring amidst tortures, injured, reviled, accursed by a whole people, is the most horrible that one could fear. Socrates, taking
the poisoned cup, blesses him who presents
it, and who laments him; Jesus, in the midst
of a frightful punishment, prays for His infuriated executioners. Yes, if the life and
death of Socrates are those of a sage, the
life and death of Jesus are those of a God!
"Shall we say that the Gospel history is
a fiction? My friend, it is not thus that
fiction works; and the deeds of Socrates,
which no one doubts, are less attested than
those of Jesus Christ. At bottom, this is
only to push back, without removing, the
difficulty. It would be more inconceivable
that several men had, in harmony with each
other, fabricated this book, than that one
should have furnished the subject of it.
Never would Jewish authors have either
caught this tone, or alighted on this morality; and the gospel has marks of truth so
great, so striking, so perfectly inimitable,
that the inventor of it would be more astonishing than the hero/'—Moody Monthly,
1928.
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Sometimes his uncle would tell the boy
stories about that brave young father who
had been so skillful. Kazunga never tired
of hearing about him, and oh! how sad he
felt that hje had never seen him, for he had
lost his life before Kazunga was born. The
bow and arrows were treasured as if they
were made of gold.
His uncle seemed very worried about the
school, and said: "It would be such a victory
for our enemies if that little school were
closed, and the teacher left."
So the family never ceased talking about
their efforts, and poor little Kazunga felt
dreadfully out of it all. How ashamed he
would be to have nothing to give in church
on Easter morning to show that he did love
the Lord Jesus, his best Friend and Savior!
Kazunga told his trouble to his chum,
Wamba.
"You see, I have nothing to give, Wamba.
I owe even every bit of food and clothing
to my uncle's kindness, and I am too small
to earn any money. I am much ashamed,
but what can I do?"
"Truly, it is very hard," said his friend,
"But, Kazunga, you have that fine bow and
arrows you showed me one day."
"My father's bow and arrows!" gasped the
boy in surprise. "I never, never could part
with them!"
"Peace, peace!" said Wamba, trying to
calm him. "It could not be of course, only

I once heard my brother say they were so
good that he would willingly buy them for
a fat price any day."
"But I could never give them up," said
Kazunga, "they are my one precious treasure."
However, after the Good Friday service in
the church he began to feel rather unhappy,
as he thought of what the Lord Jesus had
suffered for him on the cross. "He gave up
his father's beautiful home," he thought,
"but I am unwilling to sacrifice my father's
bow and arrows for him to keep our school
open, where the other boys and I are learning more about his love."
Somehow the more he thought about it,
the more unhappy he felt. His aunt was
afraid he was sick because he was so silent
and serious.
Easter day dawned, steeped in all the
glory of the African sunshine, and the little
band of Christians set out to church carrying their gifts. It was an odd collection,
for besides fruit, green vegetables, and potatoes, there were all sizes of gourds, earthen cooking pots, and all the simple things
the village people used and would buy at
the sale on Easter Monday.
One by one the Christians rose and joined
the little procession to hand in their gifts
to the missionary.
The preacher's family headed the line,
and his wife first of all presented a roll of

bark cloth. Her sons followed with overflowing gourds, and the little daughters
presented their precious glass beads.
Suddenly Kazunga, who had disappeared,
came back in time to join the end of the
procession. When he reached the missionary he handed up his father's bows and arrows, with a brave joyous, smile on his keen
little face.
There was an exclamation of surprise
from some who knew what that gift meant
to the eager, breathless boy—he had offered
and given his all.
Later, when every thing was sold, it was
found that the value of Kazunga's bow and
arrows exactly made up the amount necessary to keep the school open! Oh! what a
happy boy he was as he realized that the
Lord Jesus had indeed accepted and blessed
that Easter offering which had cost him so
much to give!—S. S. Times.
Other things may wait, until that glad
day when the mists of earth have lifted,
and we see the light within the clouds, and
we shall know even as we are known. But
even now we may know Him and have fellowship with Him, and rest our tired minds
and aching hearts upon His love.—King.
The Christian liberty is freedom from all
masters save God.—Selected.

Medical Work at Mtshabezi
Mission
U R I N G the past year we have tried
by the help of God, to carry out
Christ's commission to His disciples when
He commanded them to, "go, preach, and
heal the sick". Luke 9:2.
All through Christ's early ministry His
great compassion for suffering humanity
was manifested in His loving, sympathetic
touch of healing. Matt. 4:23 tells us, "Jesus
went about all Galilee, teaching in their
synagogues, and preaching the Gospel of
the kingdom, and healing all manner of
sickness and all manner of disease among
the people" Those who were sick and
suffering sought Him and were never disappointed. They sought healing from physical pain, but Jesus gave to them as well,
the greatest of all healing—that of the soul.
Today we have not only this commission,
but his gracious undergirding promise, "Lo,
I am with you alway." How many times
during the past year have we realized the
fulfillment of His promise! W h e n we
hardly knew which way to take, that "Still
small voice" would guide. W e do thank
and praise our loving Father.
It was our privilege to minister t o a
larger number during the past year than
any other year. W e endeavored to give
the Gospel message to all who came for
treatment. Some came and left again without showing any outward sign of having
been touched by the Spirit of God, but the
seed was sown and the results must be left
with Him who said: " M y word shall not
return void."
Daily prayers were held with the Inpatients and a service on Sunday morning.
Seldom a service passed but that some
hands were raised for prayer. Services are
also held on Mondays and Wednesdays
with those who came in for special treatments. It brings great joy to minister to
the physical needs of the people, but how
much greater is the joy when one can point
these needy ones to the Great Physician,
who heals both soul and body.
We
do thank God for definite answers to
healing and for definite decisions for Him.
our hearts often rejoice to hear the patients
say, "The Lord has helped."
T h e three native nurses, who are helping us, were very faithful in their work,
T h e y are all earnest Christians and they
too take an interest in the spiritual needs
of the patients. The nurses usually conduct the daily prayers with the people.
These girls will continue on in the work
for 1940. Pray for them.
M y time for furlough to the homeland
has come and I have been granted leave.
Sr. Edna Lehman, who has been with us

for some time, but who has been helping in
the school room, will now take charge of
the medical work. Pray for her that she
may be used to the salvation of many.
*
*
*
The following is a short account of the
Medical work done during the past year.
There were 462 patients admitted to the
hospital. Many of these suffered from the
usual tropical diseases and others from injuries, fractures, burns, etc.
Sixtyjfour infants started their earthly
career at our little hospital. Of these 32
were boys and 32 were girls. Some came
to brighten Christian homes, but others, we
are sorry to say, have gone to homes
where darkness dwells.
About 1700 Out-patients were treated at
the clinic during the year. Treatments given to school children and employees were
not included in this number.
There was an epidemic of mumps in the
Boarding school during the first part of
the year. It was very difficult to check
the epidemic because of the pupils being
in such close proximity. There were 88
cases in all.
One hundred seventy-four teeth were extracted. They were not painless extractions but great bravery was manifested
in most cases.
T h e Angel of Death visited us five times
during the year. Three of the ones taken
were infants—w« know they are saved.
Another was a young boy who we believe
was ready to meet the Lord. The other
was an elderly woman who had never repented. She was in an almost hopeless condition when admitted to the hospital and
her mind could not grasp the message of
salvation. However, she listened attentively
as we endeavored to point her to the Savior, so we must leave it all to Him, who is
able to save to the uttermost.

Politics had played a major role. First
one authority and then another had1 "left
Paul bound" as a concession to the demands of the Jews. Festus would doubtless have liked to set Paul free, but there
were other matters to consider. T h e selfishness and the ambition of men had to be
considered, seemingly.
W e can well understand the hesitancy
of Paul with regard to Jerusalem, and can
sympathize with his request t o be tried at
Caesar's judgment seat. For this, Festus
determined to have him appear before
Caesar.
Paul was an interesting character—is yet.
Bernice and Agrippa desired to see him.
Not that they may hear Paul reason of
God, sin and salvation, but that their curiosity may be satisfied. W i t h great pomp and
show did King Agrippa and Bernice, hear
the defense of Paul until with pricked conscience Agrippa sent down the ages that
lamentable cry: "Almost thou persuadest
me to be a Christian."
W e admire the reasonableness of Paul.
He goes into detail, states his case clearly
and in sincerity, appealing to justice and
intelligence of those placed in authority
over him.
" W h y , " he asks, "should it be thought
a thing incredible with you, that God
should raise the dead?" Patiently, Paul
recites the dramatic circumstances leading
up to his own conversion. His earnestness
is making itself felt. Neither Festus, Bernice nor Agrippa are sitting comfortable.
Conscience is making cowards of them all.
T h e y challenged the sanity of Paul:
"Much learning doth make thee mad."
T h e y defer his hope of freedom, of deliverance from the cruel bonds that shackle
the flesh, that caused him to say: "Except
these bonds."
Never was the quality of mercy more
strained. The chiefest of Apostles had
W e are glad to report the medical work
been passed around like a political foothas been self supporting again this year.
ball, and now he was to be sent over the
Gifts from the home land have helped to
sea to Rome.
make this possible. W e sincerely thank
It is a wonderful Providence that has so
all who have contributed to this part of
kindly veiled the future from our view.
God's work. M a y we have a continued
It is another instance of the unfathomable
interest in your prayers for the coming
love and mercy of God for his children.
year that a rich harvest of souls may be
W h a t the future holds none of us may
realized.
know—but all our doubts and fears shall
Yours sincerely in His service,
be dispelled with the glorious sunrise of
the resurrection morning.
M. M . Kauffman
W h a t an adventurous journey lay ahead
The Heavenly Vision
of Paul. T o be shackled like a dangerous
criminal, forced on shipboard and sailed
George Kingsley Reed
away t o the infidel Rome, to the same
Rome where, in later years, the brutish
H P H E Apostle Paul had known spiritual Nero illumined his gardens with the living
•"• wickedness in high places. Jews had martyrs of our God, whose clothing he
accused him. Many grievous complaints
had soaked with oil.
were laid against him falsely, of course, but
N o t a very inviting country for missionall roads led to Rome.
ary endeavor. Yet Paul, as is customary
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with him, is willing to go to Rome, to sufHe Cares Because He Knows
fer the loss of all things, t o be accursed
from God for the sake of others. Here is
Mrs. F. Spencer Johnson
a quality of righteousness that should challenge us.
He Understands Us
Trouble is not long brewing on this t t X J T E knoweth our frame." How comvoyage to Rome. They, like us, were sur**• -"• prehensive! H o w full and satisfyrounded by evil spirits—emissaries of the
ing! He fully understands, He knows just
devil, a spiritual wickedness unseen by the
how much I can do; and because it isn't as
naked eye. Little of this affects Paul. Cermuch as someone else can do, He does not
tainly it does not touch his faith and charlash nor condemn me, because I do so litacter of the Christ of God. The soul of
tle! "He knoweth (my) frame." M y limithe prisoner is in perfect peace while the
tations. But, praise God, He knows also
ship and those therein (save Paul) are at
what the weak ones can accomplish if
their wits' end.
joined to Omnipotence when the occasion
H o w wonderful are the ways of God! comes. So "let the weak say—I am strong".
Before the end of the voyage, Paul is in —strong in the strength of Another and
charge of the ship and the crew—"Except that Other One is Jesus.
these abide in the ship, ye cannot be savH o w truly marvelous it is that He
ed". Something commanding in that. Rats
"chooses the weak and1 the foolish things,"
leave a sinking ship, but such as Paul keep
in order to do His "greater works" through
watch and ward.
them! H e only needs a clean, surrendered
And what simple, ordinary means of es- channel, and then He will manifest His
cape does God ordain for each of us! Sel- mighty work, "that the excellency of the
dom does He engage in the spectacular.
power may be of God, and not of us" (I
In the case of the shipwreck, we are told' Cor. 1:27-31; II Cor. 4:7). "Like as a
that: "some on boards, and some on broken Father" He pities and sympathizes, for there
pieces of the ship. All escaped safe to are times when weakness seems to have
land."
the upper hand1 temporarily! Then is the
These instances of remarkable deliver- hour to rest in Everlasting Arms;—no'c to
ance were not new to Paul. By the mighty whip ourselves, or to seek to do what He
hand of God he had been delivered out of is not calling us to do! Inactivity is somethe hands of his enemies. Once he was
times our "learning" time, when He allows
let down the side of a wall, in a basket. it. Perhaps we have been busy in His
Just another provision of God in the wel- work, and He permits the weakness, so
fare of his saints.
that in the quiet hours,—when service had
He must needs go to Rome. He was to be laid aside for a little while,—He may
nearing the end of his earthly pilgrimage talk to us, and commune with us of all
that is in His heart. W e may never have
and must testify of the saving grace of
Jesus Christ. It was a testing time. Such given Him any time to tell us His side of
things, which has grieved Him, for He
times come to each of us. The y may not
lead us to Rome and Nero, but in diverse does so intensely love us.
ways and places we may be called upon
to witness of what Paul called " T h e HeavHe Has Need Of Us
enly Vision".—Selected.
"The Lord is very pitiful" (James 5:11),
and "His tender mercies" are over all of
The Declining Years
us. It is us that He longs for, not so much
for what we do for Him! He wants to
H E N Dr. Rees preached last in enjoy "the riches of the glory of His inNorth Wales, a friend said to him, heritance in the saints" (Eph. 1:18). W h e n
"You are whitening fast, Dr. Rees." The we have learned our lessons, "He healeth
old gentleman did not say anything then, and bindeth up the wounds" (Ps. 147:3),
but when he got into the pulpit, he said, and He is never too late! W e shall work
"There is a wee white flower that comes ever so much better after the rest shared
up through the earth at this season of with Him!
the year. Sometimes it comes up through
There is a beautiful little word in Matthe snow and frost, but we are all glad to thew 9:36-38. "The Greek word used
see the snowdrop, because it proclaims that for 'compassion' is the most expressive that
winter is over and summer is at hand. A human language is capable of employing
friend has informed me that I am whiten- * * our English version utterly fails to
ing fast. But heed not that, brother; it is convey the vastness and fullness of the
to me a proof that my winter will soon be meaning of the original." Then note the
over; that I shall have done presently with marginal reading also—"He had compasthe cold east winds and the frosts of earth, sion because they were tired and laid
and that my summer, my eternal summer is down." Ho w blessedly tender. "He knows.
at hand."—United
Methodist.
H e loves. He cares."
One of the most far-reaohing pieces of
God of heaven, he will prosper us; there- work for such a Savior is the fellowship of
fore we his servants will arise and build. prayer. It is in these enforced quiet rest
—Neh. 2:20.
times that we can encompass the whole
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world in prevailing intercession! Surely
it is this service that God is calling us to
more and more! In the hushed anti-chamber of the King He will tell us His secrets,
and unveil to us the burden on His own
heart, that we may share it with Him—
"God's Prayer Partners,"—called
unto a
close fellowship with His Son Jesus Christ!
(I Cor. 1:9). M a y His heart be satisfied
as He sees us entering into this greatest
of all service—the ministry of prayer.
There would be no worry or anxiety because we are not actively moving about,
but we shall prove that "more things are
wrought by prayer," than we ever knew
before.—Life and Liberty.

The Camel
In Poetic

Prose

I

L O A D E D my camel rich and high, and
marched him up to the needle's eye. He
was laden with riches manifold, with bales
of silk and with sacks of gold, with precious tomes and with jewels rare, and with
vessels lovely beyond compare. I urged my
camel with angry din, I pressed the camel
to enter in, but far too large with his loading high he could not pass through the
needle's eye. I rode the camel a night and
a day, and sought to enter some other way;
but though I followed a wearisome round,
only the needle way I found. I groaned,
for I did not have enough, but I took from
the camel the bulkier stuff, and with gold
and gems I would fain get by; still the
camel stuck at the needle's eye. Then I
left the camel alone outside and all by myself the entrance tried, and with all of my
pockets stuffed. Alas, the needle would
still not let me pass. Then at length I
threw all my wealth away, and sank upon
lowly knees to pray. I begged the Lord
to forgive my sin, and let a poor traveler
enter in. Then lo! the marvelous needle's
eye grew to an entrance wide and high,
and proud and glad in a beggar's dress, I
passed the Portal of Happiness. But where
the camel decided to go, I did not care and
I do not know.—Amos R. Wells, in Sunday School Times.

A Waiting Father
E W M A N HALL has said that when
the child stretches out its arms and
calls to its parents for help, they love its
call. T h a t voice of dependence, desire,
and confidence, is music to their hearts. It
would be very unnatural for a child to say:
" M y father has arranged all for me; he
will do his best, and I need never tell him
a trouble or a wish." Every true parent
loves to hear his child asking comfort in
trouble, protection in danger, and the supply of its wants. And God, who made a
father's heart, represents Himself as our
Father, and teaches us as children to call
upon Him in trouble.
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SAMUEL LADY, Sandusky, Michigan.
Garrett, Indiana, March 17-April 7.
LOVE FEAST
Pennsylvania
Cross Roads, Florin, Pa
May 30-31
ANNOUNCEMENT—A Communion Service
will be held on Easter evening, March 24, at
the Mt. Pleasant Church, in Rapho District. A
cordial invitation is extended to our brethren
and sisters to fellowship with us in this
service.

Thoughts on the Resurrection
(Continued from page 103)
risen" did not dispel all of her gloom and
doubt; but the direct, personal contact with
Jesus did, and at fche same time she had a
testimony for others. It was even s o with
the vwo on the w a y to Emmaus. T h e message of the women carried little weight
to these men, and even the man who came
from the sepulchre, declaring that Jesus was
not there could not absolve their doubts;
nor even the opening of the Scriptures to
them, although this did create a burning
within. It was when their eyes were opened that they too became heralds of the
good news. People who are enjoying a real
Holy Ghost experience will have no trouble to believe the mysteries of the resurrection; and when any one is in doubt
as to the resurrection, it is self-evident that
that one has never felt 'die mighty soul
stirring power of the resurrection burning
within, nor had a vision of the risen Lord.
The great Apostle Paul became an authority on the subject of the resurrection and
immortality, not because of what he had
seen of the physical resurrection of Jesus,
but because of the experience on the D a mascus road where he saw the risen Lord
Jesus.
Oh, what mighty power was manifested
in the resurrection, and since that time the
gates of hell can no longer prevail against
the risen church, thank God! W h a t wonderful privileges we enjoy through that power.
It was this power that had quickened the
Ephesians and raised them up and made
them to sit together in heavenly places in
Christ Jesus. Yes, bless God, heavenly
places here on earth, love feasts, Bible conferences, camp meetings, revival meetings,
holy homes—all these a r e havenly places
and foretastes of the world and good things
to come. Brethren, we now see through a
glass darkly, but then face to face.
N o w , fellow traveler t o eternity, if you
want this Easter to be more to you than
any Easter, get alone with G o d and wait
before Him until you feel tflie power of the
resurrection in your own soul.
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CORRECTION
In the February 12, 1940 issue of the Visitor,
by request I had published an article covering
some of my experiences. In my original letter
I had stated that I was now receiving the
mother's, allowance from the government but
when my letter was re-written and shortened,
before being sent to the Visitor House, by a
friend of mine, this fact was omitted. For
this I humbly ask pardon.
I wish to thank all who have so kindly written to me and my purpose is to answer the
same.
Tour sister in Christ,
Mrs. Violet Wilson.
SPRINGVALE NEWS ITEMS—On March
18th Eld. Wm. Charlton of Stevensville, Ont,
came to conduct a revival in the Springvale
Church. The meeting continued two weeks
with fair attendance. The weather and road
conditions were not so favorable, as we had the
worst snow blockade we have had for years,
however our members attended faithfully.
Bro. Charlton gave us some wonderful messages, which were greatly appreciated. Visible results were not what we had hoped for,
yet we are happy to rest on the promise, "My
word shall not return unto me void." A few
children received definite help, also the church
in general caught a new vision of her mission
and responsibility.
At the close of the revival a one day Bible
Conference was held. Topics were ably discussed by the following speakers, Elds. Wm.
Charlton, Earl Sider, Edward Gilmore and
Bish. Bert Sherk. A number of visitors were
present from different parts of our district,
also from adjoining district, which was commendable owing to the ice storm which made
it difficult to travel.
We pray that much good may result from
these activities.
Delia W. Nigh, Cor.

California
AT BETTEAH COLLEGE—The Messengers
Ladies' Quartet, which has been busily engaged in various types of Christian service
since its organization last fall, has been selected to represent Beulah College in solicitation work this summer, it has been announced
by school officials.
According to present plans, the quartet will
leave Upland at the close of school and go directly to Thomas, Okla., to remain for the
duration of General Conference. From there,
the proposed trip will take the group into all
parts of the Brotherhood as far east as
Michigan and Kentucky. The return to California is planned for about the middle of
August.
The quartet is composed of Pauline Alderfer,
Upland, Calif.; Rachel Gramm, Troy, O.; Suzanna Landis, Des Moines, la.; and Helen
Bowers, Upland, Calif. They will be accompanied by Acting-president Arthur M. Climenhaga and Mrs. Climenhaga.
The spirit of revival burned brightly among
the Beulah College students Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday, Feb. 14, 15, and 16, when
the chapel periods of those three days were
given over to evangelistic messages by Rev.
Ray Chamberlain, pastor of the Holiness
Church of .Chino, Calif. Rev. Chamberlain,
editor of the Advance, Holiness publication,
and a well-known evangelist, preached the
Gospel truth with a force that drove it deep
into the hearts of his listeners. The close of
each service found students at the a l t a r seeking God or definitely consecrating their lives
to Him. At the Friday service, the altar was
rilled and several seekers remained until far
into the afternoon.
The old-fashioned Gospel story, in all of its
beauty and power, and told through the immortal hymns and spirituals of the Southern
Negro, was the theme of the program presented by the Cleveland Colored Male Quintet of
Cleveland. O., in the College Church, Tuesday
evening, January 23. as the third number of
the lyceum series. The service was in charge
of F. H. Lacy, rotund and dynamic leader of
the quintet, which for the past 17 years has
traveled throughout the United States and in
many foreign countries telling the old, old
story through song and testimony. The pro-
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labors of love. We believe too that all concerned will appreciate hearing directly from
each of the three members of the staff who
' presided during the seven weeks we were
away. Rev. I. C. Engle was left in full charge
of the nightly meetings, Sister Ida Eckman
took over the care of managing the mission
home, handling the finances and directing .he
Sunday School, Sister Erma Hoke stepped in
to be responsible for music directing, Bible
teaching in Sunday School and general assistgram featured quintet numbers, duet selecance; they all took part in visitation. The foltions, and vocal solos. The church was filled
lowing is their inspiring report of praise.
to capacity for the evening of gospel music.
—William F. Lewis.
Singing classics known and loved by all,
Julian Oliver, world-famous Spanish tenor,
My
Renewed
Interest
in
God's Love Mission.
presented a program in the College church
It was with some hesitation that I responded
Friday evening, January 19, as the second
to
supply
in
the
absence
of
Superintendent
number on the year's lyceum course. Mr. for seven weeks. But now asthe
review the varOliver, whose home is in Barcelona, Spain, is ious experiences, the fondest I memories
shall
on a concert tour of the Pacific Coast. Before
cherished the remainder of my life; the joy
entering the United States, he had traveled be
of
singing
the
glorious
Gospel
songs
when
one
quite extensively in many parts of the world,
knows that the truths which are unspeakably
including North Africa and South America.
precious to one's own heart are going out beyond the walls of the mission hall to many a
sinburdened soul. On the day of February 4
when there were 97 present at Sunday School,
it was a thrill to stand before the Bible Class
of 35 and give out great thoughts of that special lesson.
ZION NEWS NOTES, ABILENE, KANS
With a memory that recalls more than 50
On January 4, Mr. Fred Rickerman, who spent
years of praise and worship to our God, none
part of last summer in Germany, gave a very
have been more thrilling than the past seven
interesting account of his trip and of condiweeks at God's Love Mission. Some testitions as he saw them in Germany.
monies were very genuine and most definite.
After hearing these reports of conditions in
This brief report will not permit going into
,»other lands, it makes us appreciate our prividetail but suffice to say that God's blessing is
leges and the surroundings which we enjoy by
en the work of God's Love Mission. I will
living in a land of freedom.
Revival Meeting-—On Januar y 17, Eld. Sam- close with one more expression of appreciation
uel Lady from Sandusky, Michigan, came to and that was our Wednesday afternoon prayer
labor with us in a three weeks meeting. Dur- circles and to this item, our home life with
ing the time he was here we had extremely Sr. Ida Eckman and Sr. Erma Hoke such concold weather and snow and due to these con- genial personalities and most of ail our daily
ditions the attendance was not as large as it morning hour of worship. •—Bro. I. G. Engle.
no doubt would have been otherwise. During
the meeting twelve knelt a t the altar of pray"Hitherto Hath the Lord Helped Vs." In
er seeking the Lord either for regeneration or
in trial, in perplexity, in prayer, in trisanctification. While we would have liked to joy,
umph—"the
Lord helped." God is still on the
have seen greater visible results, yet we are
throne
and He still loves and cares for His
glad for those who did respond to the call of
people.
The
great love of God will endure forGod. We believe eternity alone will reveal the
ever and by His grace, we will give Him lives
good that has been done.
of full consecration for His blessed service.
His service in the city of Detroit is sweet and
Bro. Lady came to us filled with the Spirit
and brought heart-searching messages, and the precious to us. We never enter the mission
saints were encouraged and inspired as these but what we feel the sacredness of it. It is
messages were brought to us from evening God's place of worship; a lighthouse for sinburdened souls.
to evening.
During Bro. Lady's stay among us he reThe past seven weeks have been weeks of
newed many old acquaintances and friendships, blessing and victory. It was natural that we
a s it was in this community t h a t he spent his should miss Brother and Sister Lewis, but ihe
boyhood days.
Lord was with us and His power was maniWe pray God's blessing upon Bro. Lady as fested.
Our friends have been faithful in
he continues to preach the Gospel in other prayer and in liberal giving. We sincerely apfields of labor.
preciate the genuine interest and consideration
Missionary Meeting-—Sunday morning, Feb. which so many of you have shown. It has
meant more than we will ever be able to ex25 Sr. Anna Eyster, returned missionary from
Africa, told of interesting incidents and ac- press. We are confident t h a t God will abundantly reward everyone and "pour you out a
counts of her work on the African field.
blessing, that there shall not be room enough
—Mrs. J. C. H , Cor.
to receive it."
It was our privilege to have Bro. E. J.
Broyles from Upland, California with us for
over a week. His burning messages were delivered with sincere unction which brought
conviction to needy hearts. Nine souls reSPECIAL PRAISE FROM GOD'S LOVE
ceived definite help from God during the week
MISSION—Sister Lewis and I would indeed be
of
Brother Broyles' ministry.
very ungrateful to God and the many friends
of God's Love Mission if we did not express a
Another answer to prayer was the large atspecial word of thanks and praise for the rare
tendance in our Sunday School on February 4.
blessings recently bestowed upon us and this
Miss Annie Kartozian, a missionary from
our God-appointed field.
China, was asked to speak and we specially
invited our "mission family" to attend. The
Our way to take a much needed leave-oflarge number which came was beyond our exabsence was kindly opened to us by the provipectation.
There were 101 present, which
dence of God; the willing response of Sister
broke all former records of the Sunday School
Ida Eckman our regular worker, Rev. I. C.
attendance. God surely moved upon the hearts
Engle (and his wife who had to stay by the
of the people to come, for which we praise
"stuff" on the farm in Ohio) and Sister Erma
Hoke both of Southern Ohio, as well as the Him?
most satisfying and outstanding loyalty of the
We do ask a definite interest in your prayers
dear folk who regularly attended our meetings
for the work a t God's Love Mission. We feel
and the loyalty of "God's Love Mission Felt h a t God's seal is upon the work and we have
lowship"—members of our "Mission." We
a real desire to see a still greater development
believed that you too, who have come to our
and progress in the work. God has given us a
help from outside Detroit, would respond to
precious group of people and we long to see
our special appeal, which was printed in
them saved, full of the Holy Ghost, and ready
January 29th issue of the Visitor but the
for Heaven. We are thankful for what has
realization has been far greater than the anbeen done in their lives, but in many, God
ticipation.
wants to do a greater work. So remember the
work and workers at God's Love Mission.
We returned from a most inspiring trip
•—Ida E. Eckman.
through the North and along the West Coast
over the Great Northern and Southern Pacific
Impressions of the Work at God's Love MisRailways (our way made possible by a round
sion. "Surrender your very selves to God as
trip pass obtained through a. loyal friend Rev.
living men who have risen from the dead."
E. O. Rice) to find everything in good condi—Romans 6:13.
tion, all bills paid and thanks to the special
friend of missions in California who sent a
When the powers of sin that bind have been
check for $100.00. The deficit of $90.07 was
broken and the soul has been set free to follow
cleared away and a balance remaining. We can
its right course, the highest pleasure is found
see that many victories have been won and the
in sincere service to God. Truly I have found
work is progressing. Because of this we are
this true having spent the past seven weeks
entering our beloved field with a new and
at God's Love Mission in behalf of the work
greater appreciation for the privilege of labor- there. Thank God for the privilege of using
ing here under God's blessing.
the voice which He has given me to win souls
to Him and to encourage those who are cast
May God abundantly reward all who have
down.
Memories of the Sunday School hours
made us happy on t h e occasion. We join you
are rich and precious. Some of the most faithin special praises for the answer of prayer and
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ful attendants are from homes whose parents
are inclined to discourage their children in
coming. Having seen those who are without
God and many under the influence of drink
come into the services; it has created in me a
greater love for lost souls, a deeper passion to
bring men and women to Christ, and a longing
to see people really horn again. If it were not
for this work in which God has had a hand,
no doubt many would never have heard about
our Jesus Christ who is able to save.
We don't always realize just what consecration might mean to our individual lives b u t
even though plans may be baffled, cherished
hopes surrendered and chosen professions
abandoned: it is true that we can trust the
"Man who died for us." Praise the Lord that
Life is not salvage to be saved out of the
world, b u t an investment to be used in the
world. I ask an interest in your many prayers
for the way to be opened that I might be used
more in the Master's service.
—Erma Hoke.

Pennsylvania
REVIVAL AT CROSS ROADS CHURCH,
YORK COUNTY, FENNA—A three week's revival in February with Bro. Albert Engle as
evangelist, resulted in the conversion of sinners, backsliders definitely reclaimed, believers
sanctified and empowered with the Holy Spirit.
Some fifty in number received definite help.
Bro. Engle's first sermon to Cross Roads
Church was Jno. 12:21, "Sirs, we would see
Jesus." Jesus was presented to us nightly
and thus the good number of men and women
met the Lord for various needs.
Another sermon delivered to us "A Haunted
Soul," Psa. 51:3, this made deep impressions
on some we know. A regular attendant a t all
our services said, she hadn't been able to sleep
for some time as she wasn't free and obeying
the Light she had, and these things "haunted
her" night and day. She received help at the
altar and has expressed a desire to do everything she knows God wants her to do.
A young man and wife, faithful converts of
last winter's revival, remarked one evening, we
enjoy and need just such teaching and preaching as Bro, Engle presents.
We enjoyed the person of Bro. Engle in our
midst for three weeks, but in the pulpit we
didn't see Bro. Engle but we saw his Christ.
We know God sent him to us as we needed him
to encourage the work. We also were glad to
have Sr. Engle join us in some of t h e services.
God bless and use them in their present labors.
His labors with us were untiring and we the
congregation thank him.
Members from various denominations come
in and helped us and a number from these
churches received spiritual help and enlightenment.
The outstanding scene was one evening
when the altar was lined with young men and
women from a. neighboring town. The young
people were a refined group not of a secondary
class, accompaning this group was a young
lady from the city of Albany, N. Y., she said,
she was so happy the Lord reclaimed her in a
little rural church. She had served the Lord
for two years, however for two years I understand she had neglected to go to church. This
was an unusual altar scene. "We rejoiced to
see all who received heln during these meetings, we are not classifying people, for in
Christ we are equal, and all appear as sinners
when we come to Him. Each soul is of very
great value. Each of these converts will need
help and instructions.
P r a y for Bro. Asper and the helpers a t this
place that helpful instructions will be given
each one. The difficult times in which we are
living are testing people. How are they taking
it? Some are drowning their troubles in dissipation, others are sinking in hopeless despair.
But' others because of the assurance of a Saviour and Keeper are facing the future with
Faith and Hope.
.
Let us all aspire to keep this living hope ond
faith until Jesus comes, and then enjoy His
presence forever.
—Mrs. Mervin H. Brubaker.
REVIVAL MEETINGS AT GRANVILLE—
Dear Ones of the "Visitor" family: Greetings
of love this evening. We love Him because He
first loved us. Another revival h a s passed.
We had Bro. Monroe Dourte of Lancaster Co..
as our evangelist. Bro. Dourte came filled with
the spirit of God and gave wonderful messages
which were touching and interesting to young
as well a s older ones. A large number were
found at an altar of prayer who received definite help. We had good children's meetings with
a very large attendance. The ladies chorus
from Grantham with Sr. Smith as director,
were with us and were verv much enjoyed bv
a large crowd. They were later entertained at
the home of Bro. and Sr. Willis Fisher.
The brethren did considerable visiting which
was appreciated and helped to bring in more
for the service. Several have followed in
church fellowship thus far and our prayer is
0-
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that others may see that it pays to obey where
they are led. We want to thank Bro. Dourte
for his faithful labors with us and wish him
much success as he goes to other fields of labor.
Our sewing circle met with Sr. Fisher
last week and finished some garments. We
desire your sincere prayers for this place that
our work here may still continue to grow and
be kept faithful until the end.—Sr. Freed, Cor.

His appearance was no small matter, challengeable because of its insignificance.
(6) From before them all, He rose and
passed in His body into the sky, and was
carried up into Heaven.

A MEDITATION
I have time for some quiet meditation since
I live alone at the present. The storm was
raging outside and I began to think of quite
a few things. Today is my birthday, this 15th
day of February and I received a beautiful
birthday card from Bro. Howard F. Landis and
family. His five children and wife Bertha signed it. I was meditating over the discourse of
our visiting Bro. on Sunday, speaking on t h e
65th Psalm, verse 9, of the streams of water
which make glad, and reading the 7th verse
which says, "Which stilleth the noise of the
seas, the noise of their waves and the tumult
of the people." With no tumult of people
around me I got so full of good things that
began to well up within me and then the 11th
verse which says "Thou crownest the year
with goodness; and thy paths drop fatness."
My splendid birthday card referred me to
Psalms 92:14. "They shall still bring forth
fruit in old age; they shall be fat and flourishing," and while the storm was raging outside,
I thought of Psalms 91 and read that, and
read it again, and by this time my cup was so*
full it ran over. I hope whoever reads this
will get a little of this fatness or overflow.
I am sure no Christian has any need of leanness. If we are lean it is our own fault.
I was often asked to write for the "Visitor"
so now with these good things fitting to my
experience I drop this little message for the
"Visitor", may God bless it. Pray for me.
A Sister,
Amanda Snyder, Silverdale, Pa.

Christian Suffering and the
Cross
(Continued from page 98)
comes in the Rapture and catches up His
saints that have been willing to suffer with
Him, and then in His own time returns
with His Bride to reign over a purified
earth, suffering and pain will all be forgotten. I I Tim. 2:12 "If we suffer with him,
we shall also reign with him. The church
during this dispensation, must like her
Lord, pass through humiliation and suffering, but oh the glory that shall finally
be revealed to the faithful. Rev. 5:10
"And hast made us unto our God kings
and priests: and we shall reign on the
earth." The early church was a suffering
and sacrificing church. The Dark Ages is
srjrinkled with the blood of the Christian
Martyrs. If Jesus tarries long, we too may
taste of suffering, even as manv Christians
are now doing in some parts of the world.

Many Infallible Proofs
(Continued from page 97)
them in long, familiar talks, such words a?
never man spake before or since, utterances that could not be imitated or forged,
such as that on the wav to Emmaus. and
the long interview with Peter (John 21 :1522).
(4) He wrought again a miracle (John
2 1 : 6 ) . another sign such as those which He
did before His death and resurrection.
(5) He appeared to large numbers, five
hundred at one time (I Cor. 1 5 : 6 ) , so that

(7) He appeared after His ascension to
both Stephen and Saul of Tarsus, and also
to John on the Isle of Patmos.
Our faith rests on facts historically established and unchallengeable.
—Geo. Goodman.

Suppose the Bible Were Gone!
A
C E R T A I N man dreamed that he
•*
went to consult his Bible and found
every page blank. In amazement he rushed to his neighbor's house, arousedl him
from his sleep, and asked to see his Bible,
but when he brought the Book they found
it also blank. In great consternation they
sought other Bibles, with the same result.
Then they said, " W e will go to the libraries and from great books we will gather
the quotations of Scripture, and thus remake our Bible." But when they examined
all the books upon the shelves of all the
libraries, they found that wherever a quotation of Scripture had been, that part of
the page was blank. W h e n the man awoke,
his brow was cold, yet covered with perspiration, so great had been his agony during the dream.
Oh, how dark this world would be without the Bible! Man would be like a wretched ship dashed into
mid-ocean.—King's
Business.

Rest of a Soul
W O M A N lay dying. A minister sat
beside her and tried to break the
news as gently as he could. He said, "They
think your time is short." "Yes," she
said, "I know it." "Have you made peace
with God?" " N o , " she replied, "I haven't
made my peace with God." "Then you
are not afraid to die?" " N o , " she said.
"Do you realize that in a few hours you
must meet God?" "Yes." "And you have
not made your peace with God?" " N o ,
and I'm not going to."
There was a strange light of perfect
peace in the woman's eyes, and the minister
realized that there was something back of
it all. H e said, " W h a t do you mean?"
She said, "Listen! I know I am dying,
yet I have no fear of meeting God1, I am
resting in the peace which Jesus Christ
made in His atoning death upon the cross,
and I don't have to make my peace with
God, for I am resting in the peace which
]esus Christ has already made."-—Christian
Herald
(London).
" W e receiving a kingdom which cannot
be moved, let us have grace, whereby we
may serve God acceptably with reverence
and Godly fear" (Heb. 12:28).
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Anecdotes and Illustrations

And Let's Not Forget
A man may be a great scholar and yet
be a sinner. Judas the traitor was Judas
the preacher
The toad that has a pear in its head has
poison in its bowels. The tree of knowledge has often been planted and flourished
where the tree of life never grew. A man
may be acquainted with the grace of truth,
and yet never know the truth of grace.
Parts, and even all gifts without grace and
holiness are like Uriah's letters, which were
the death warrants of him who carried
them.
Naked knowledge will be unserviceable
to the soul, in the dying day, as a painted
fire would be to the frozen body in a cold
day.—Seeker.

Set Apart for God
T w o boys are born on the self-same
day. One is the son of a king, set apart
from his birth to high estate and office; the
other is the son of a pauper. W h y is it
that continually the young prince has it impressed upon him that he is the son of a
king? Is there any practical benefit in it?
Indeed there is. T w o boys may often walk
the same streets, but their practical life
and behavior are as different as can be.
The prince is practically separated from
many low and vulgar ways, because by
birth he was absolutely set apart to kingly
estate.
So it must ever be with us. Never can
we be too often reminded that by the redemptive work of Christ, by the Spirit's
work and indwelling, we have been set
apart for God. Nothing will prove more
truly conducive to holy living.—Frank B.

Hole.

The Crime of Unconcern
I walked down the street with him, and
put to him the invariable question: "Are
you a Christian?" He said, " N o , sir, I am
not." Then I used every scripture and
every argument to get him to promise me
to give his heart to God, but could not succeed. W h e n about to separate, I said to
him, "Are your father and mother alive?"
"Both alive," said he. "Is your father a
Christian?" "Don't know; he has been a
steward in the church for several years."
"Is your mother a Christian?" "Don't
know; she has the primary department in
the Sunday school." "Do your father and
mother ever ask the blessing at the table?"
" N o , sir." "Did your father, mother, or
sister ever ask you to be a Christian?"
"Mr. Sunday, as long as I can remember,
my father or mother or sister never said
a word to me about my soul. D o you believe they think I am lost?" I could not
answer such an argument.
It is six years this coming October I
heard this. I can hear his words ringing in
my ears: "Do they think I am lost?"

Can any one of ours say that we do not
care for their souls? M a y God save us
from "the crime of unconcern."—Billy Sanday.

Cheerful Singing
Speaking of his boyhood days when he
attended the church of which his father
was the minister, Henry van Dyke, of
Princeton, recalls the cheerful singing. "Father was fond of the old tunes which are
tuneful," he says. "One of his favorites
was set to a hymn which begins:
"How tedious and tasteless the hours
W h e n Jesus no longer I see!"
"The tune was a lively one; but it has
vanished from most of the modern hymn
books—too simple and glad for them, I suppose."
W e must be the losers when we do not
sing the glad songs in our churches. A
Christian has the best rights to be cheerful in his religion. Jesus came to make
men glad.—Forward.

Two Ways of Seeing Things
"A day or two ago," said J. H. Jowett,
"I was at the end of the Palisades on the
Hudson, where I could see some of the
beauty of that most noble river. But a
friend at my side gave me a pair of glasses,
and I looked upon the scene again and oh
how much more profoundly I could search
the hidden things!
"The trees and living things moving here
and there and also smaller things of beauty
came into view. I know we can not get
away from the love of God, but when :he
Holy Spirit comes it is like another lens,
and we look with increased power upon
the old scene, and we are feasted with the
glories of the Lord."—J. W . Ham.

Gratitude
A great surgeon operated on a poor boy
whose foot was twisted out of shape. The
operation was successful, and a friend came
to take the little invalid home. He said to
the boy: " W h a t a beautiful hospital you
have been in." "Yes," said the boy, "but
I like the doctor best." Then the friend
spoke of the nurses and their kindnesses,
but the boy replied "Yes, they are kind,
but I like the doctor best.' W h e n iie
brought the boy home his mother was
charmed to see her son again. She fell on
her knees and looked at once at his foot.
" W h y , it's just like any other boy's foot
now," she exclaimed with delight. All the
time the lad was saying to her, "Mother,
you ought to know the doctor who made
me walk."
There is not one of us for whom Jesus
has not done a thousand times more than
the surgeon did for the boy. Yet, as a rule,
we rarely speak of Jesus, or insist on making Him known to others.
•—Sunday School Times.
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A Test of Experience
D. L. Moody once told the story of an
artificial bee that would buzz and move
around. The man who made it placed it
on a table beside a real bee and then challenged any one in the company to tell the
difference. A man secured a drop of honey
and placed it upon the table. The real bee
went directly to the honey, while the artificial bee continued to buzz and1 walk
around.
A genuine Christian experience asserts
its presence in our attitude towards spiritual things. The real goes after spiritual
food, and the artificial sees nothing in it.
—Selected.

A Secret of Overcoming Power
Jacob, though a young man, a single man,
a tired man, yea, though a worm that is
easily crushed and trodden under foot, and
no man (Isa. 41:14), yet in private prayer
he is so potent, that he overcomes the
Omnipotent One; he is so mighty, that he
overcomes the Almighty.—Thomas Brooks.

"He Blessed Him There"
It was with a young man a day of seeking. He entered a little sanctuary and
heard a sermon from "Look unto me . . .
and be ye saved." He obeyed the Lord's
command, and He blessed him there. Soon
after, he made a profession of his faith before many witnesses, and He blessed him
there. Anon he began to labor for the Lord
in little rooms, among a few people, and
He blessed him there. His opportunities
enlarged, and by faith he ventured upon
daring things for the Lord's sake, and He
blessed him there. A household grew
about him, and together with his loving
wife he tried to train his children in the
fear of the Lord, and He blessed him there.
Then came sharp and frequent trials, and
he was in pain and anguish, but the Lord
blessed him there. This is that man's experience all along, from the day of his
conversion; up hill and down dale his
path has been a varied one, but for every
part of his pilgrimage he can praise the
Lord, for He blessed him there.—Spurgeon.
An old Puritan writer says: "A stick in
the water looks crooked, but take it out of
the water and it is quite straight. So will
it be when we look at God's dealing with
us. W h e n we see all we will say of our
bitterest sorrows that it would have been
unkind in our God not to have allowed
them. But it will be to our praise and
glory too. Angels will serve us all the
more willingly, because we never permitted
a doubt or surmise of God's love to enter
our minds. W e are to be rewarded, not
only for work done, but for burdens borne;
and I am not sure but that the brightest
rewards will be for those who have borne
burdens without murmuring.
—Andrew Sonar.

IF YOU DO NOT HAVE A COPY OF OUR LATE
CATALOG, WE SHALL BE GLAD TO SEND YOU
ONE ON RECEIPT OF YOUR REQUEST.

Books for
Easter Meditation
Are you looking for Fresh Water? Specifically, are you looking for new material for the
1940 Easter season? Here is sufficient variety
to fill every need . . . plenty of "fresh water"
for the Easter season.
THE CRUCIBLE OF CALVARY
Price $1.00
Dr. Rimmer s t a r t s with
the idea that the Cross is
a crucible and a s each man
passes within its influence
it reveals his essential
character, separating the
dross from the gold. "With
this in mind the author
examines Judas, Peter, Pilate, Caiaphas, Joseph, and
Mary, and at the last
Christ.
"Keen and provocative
studies, which will linger
long in the hearts of
readers."
—Christian Advocate.

by Harry Simmer

The E. V. Line of Scripture-Text Easter Greetings
BOX NO. 14
The E. V. Easter Assortment No. 14 represents the finest value ever before offered.
There are ten lovely folders in soft pastel shades of lavender, yellow, green, blue, and
pink. The designs are executed in a most artistic manner. Several of these folders
have embossed effects, causing the flowers and other decorations to look almost real.
Each has a choice sentiment and carefully chosen Bible verse. These folders must be
seen to be appreciated. There are two 10 cent folders in the assortment with extra embellishments such as metal inserts, die-cut effects, etc. There are eight 5 cent folders,
making a total retail value of 60 cents in the assortment. The box top is in lavender
and green with embossed design. Fancy paper used throughout. A real value at
50 cents.

The Lord Is Risen No. 1424

Easter Souvenir Cards No. 635

This book represents the harmony of
t h e
Easter story as it
is now generally
accepted.
It is told in
simple w o r d s ,
following the Bible texts in the
models for children.
It is illustrated
with appropriate
Lithographed in soft, warm colors, and emdesigns in rich
colors and printbellished with a Biblical miniature mastered on a fine grade
of white stock.
piece. Can be used as a bookmark. Oblong,
Size 5x6% inches.
size 6y2 x 2V2 inches. Price, per dozen, 20c j
Price, 10c each;
$1.00 dozen.
per 100, $1.25.

•

THE SEVEN WINDOWS
by S. J. Reid
Price $1.00
The Seven Sayings from the Cross are a s
Seven "Windows through which we can catch a
glimpse into the Soul of Our Lord. As flashes of light they illuminate His life and teachings. In this new book the author, pastor of
Tabernacle Baptist church, Chicago, suggests
also that they are a summary of the Gospel:
The Priest of humanity speaks the authentic
word of forgiveness: the perfect Son of Man
feels thirst and lovingly cares for his mother;
the perfect Son and Servant of God is conscious of a task consummated.
THE PURPOSES OP CALVARY
by Harry Rimmer
Price, $1.00
In this book Dr. Rimmer has gathered together from the Bible various statements of
what God planned to accomplish through Calvary. — A Divine Demonstration, A New Destiny, A New Deliverance, A New Desire, A New
Devotion, and A New Dynamic.
PROM THE TTPPER ROOM TO THE
EMPTY TOMB
by Wm. Evans
Price $2.00
"Here is the guide for your Easter or Lenten meditations.
The Scripture references
from the Passover to the Resurrection are arranged in their logical and chronological sequence and every question that we have seen
is discussed."—Prof. J. C. Miles.
"THE SIX MIRACLES OP CALVARY"
Eighty pages. 4"x7>4", purple a r t stock
covers tastefully lettered and decorated in
silver. Price, 20c.

Facing
Calvary

New and Beautiful Scripture Gift Crosses (1940)

By William Evans

Size 4l£ x 2% inches. In Colors. Price $1.00 per hundred; 20 cents per dozen.

Here is an inspirational t r e a tise
on the seventeenth
chapter from the
Gospel of John.
Here is this complete prayer of our
Lord analyzed in
a 11 its splendor
and w o n d e r f u l
beauty. Gift style
binding—tied with
silk cord and tassel. 40 cents.
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"HIS LAST WEEK"
The Story of the Passion and Resurrection
of Jesus in the Words of the Four Gospels
This remarkable little booklet should be read
by every Christian during the Easter Season.
A splendid little book for an Easter remembrance. 64 pages. Size 4 x 6 . Price 10c ea.

E. V. PUBLISHING HOUSE, 301-305 N o r t h Elm St., Nappanee, Indiana
.

